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CIMARRON. COLFAX COUNTY. NEW MEXICO. THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 26. 1914.
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CIMARRON

THE

KEYS

TO
EUROPEAN

Parts Taken

Disastrous Fire

From Fire

FLEECY 8TAPLE MU8T PAY RAN-8OINTO THE COFFERS OF
WAR.
Nation

Fire Bug Deals Out Effective Blow;

$ 0,000 Loss Sustained When
Hotel Is Burned Down.
1

Must Apply

For Stamps
Before Dec. 1

L. D. Carpenter, collector of inlowing which the hotel was devourternal
revenue with beadqurters at
ed by the flames leaving but a heap
Phoenix,
Arizona, has issued a list
of ruins and smouldering embers.
of
persons
subject to the special
Nothing but a few personal
were taken from the burning tax under the act to provide revenbuilding. The saloon carried no ue on account of the war. The
insuiance, its policy having expir- list of persons subject to the tax
ed about thirty days ago. The ho- are: bankers, brokers, pawnbroktel was fully insured, carrying in ers, custom bouse brokers, commercial brokers, proprietors of thethe vicinity of 3,5oo in: urance.
atres,
museums or concert halls,
of
the
The loss to the owner
proprietors ot bowling alleys or bil
building and furnishings, Mr.
of Raton, will approximate liard rooms, commission nerchants
JS8000, while the loss of J. A. Proc- and dealers in tobacco.
Mr. Carpenter further announces
tor in wines, liquors and cigars is
that
unless applications for special
(2000. The News is informed that
tax
stamps
are made to the collectMr. Proctor will erect a modern
before
or
December
I, a penalty of
building in the near luture.
One year ago last May unknown 50 per cent will be charged.
ts

k

parties attempted to set the building on fire, but before the flames
had auvanced very far, they were
extinguished by the occupants ol
the hotel. This time however t hf
fire was discovered too late and the
result is as stated.
That a firebug exists in this vicinity is nov the concensus ol
opinion of the majority of the people here, and that steps should be
taken by the town authorities to
bring the parties to justice is the
onlv course left by which the owners of property can be relieved from
the strain of anxiety fpr the safety
of their property either day or
night. The News is reliably informed that several insurance companies will cancel their policies in
Cimarron at once.

Mass Banquet

SHAT-

THRONE

Hydrant

Wer-sonic-

WAR

KINGDOM

TERS KING COTTON'S

Wipes Out Hostelry

Fire totally destroyed the Grand
Hotel and Bar early Sunday morning causing a heavy loss to the
owner. The origin of the fire is
not known, but it is persistently
rumored that it was started bv
parties who harbored ill feelings
against the place.
The fire when first discovered,
was coming from the rear of the
building and in close proximity to
She barroom, and in a few moments
the bar was a mass of fiames, fol-

THE

New Bom
Son Is The

Home's Pride
Within our happy nest at home,
have a little son,
Seven smiling days have Massed
VVe

away
Since his voung life begun.
Seven smiling days; brief, hapoy
timet
So fleet have moved the hours
So high our steps, we've only
seemed
To tread among the flowers.

Rings With

Olea

Industry.

Petar Radford
Lecturer National Farmer' Union.
run-kin- g
King Cotton has suffered more from
the European war than any other agricultural product on the American
continent. The shells of the belligerents have burs ted over hia throne,
frightening his subjects and shattering his markets, and,
the nation cries out "God save the
king!"
People from every walk of life have
contributed their mite toward rescue
work. Society has danced before the
king; milady has decreed that the
family wardrobe shall contain only
cotton goods; the press has plead
with the public to "buy a bale";
bankers have been formulating holding plans; congress and legislative
bodies have deliberated over relief
measures; statesmen and writers
have grown eloquent expounding the
Inalienable rights of "His Majesty"
and presenting schemes for preserv-in- s
the financial integrity of the
stricken staple, hut the sword of EuIn
At
rope has proved mightier than the pen
of America In fixing value upon this
product of the sunny south. Prices
N. ML E. A. have
been bayoneted, values riddled
and markets decimated by the battling
hosts of the eastern hemisphere until
the American farmer has suffered a
More than 1300 teachers had re- war loss of $400,000,000. and a bale
gistered before the opening session of cotton brave enough to enter a
of the 29th annual convention of European port must pay a ransom of
half Its value or go to prison until the
the New Mexico Educational As- war Is over.
sociation was convened in Albu- Hope of the Future Lies In

Planned For

Better Laws

-

s;

Resources Of County
Forty Pages Beautifully Illustrated Describe Resources and Possibilities

Of Rich Inland umpire.

Judge Leib
Decides In

Raton's Favor

1500 Teachers

Attendance

querque Monday. The total attendance exceeded 1500 as against
about one thousand attending a
year ago. C. C. Hill of Roswell,
president of the association, delivered his annual annual address at
4he opening of the convention, his
subject being, "An Educational
Program for New Mexico."
John H. Vaughn, president of
the State Agricultural College was
elected president of the association
by acclamation following the with
drawal of Dr. Roberts' candidacy

The Farmers' Union, through the
"columns of the press, wants to thank
the American people for the friendship, sympathy and assistance given
the cotton farmers In the hour of distress and to direct attention to cooperative methods necessary to permanently assist the marketing of all
farm products.

The present emergency presents as
grave a situation as ever confronted
the American farmer and from the
viewpoint of the producer, would seem
to Justify extraordinary relief measures, even to the point of bending the
constitution and straining business
rules !n order to lift a portion of the
burden off the hacks of the farmer,
for the office.
for unless something Is done to check
The convention, in point ot at- the Invasion of the war forces upon
tendance, is the largest in the his- the cotton fields, the pathway of the
European pestilence on this continent
tory of the association. Keen ri- will be strewn with mortgaged
homes
valry prevails between the Duke and famine and poverty will stalk over
City and Santa Fe, for the next the southland, Hiring the highways of
Industry with refugees and the bank
meeting place.
ruptcy court with prisoners.
All calamities teach us lessons and
the present crisis serves to Illuminate
the frailties of our marketing methArizona To Have
ods and the weakness of our credit
system, and out of the financial anguish and travail of the cotton farmer
Hanging Bee
will come a volume of discussion and
a mass of suggestions and finally a
solution of this, the biggest problem
December
In the economic life of America, If,
Indeed, we have not already laid the
foundation for at least temporary re-

With the statement that his
heart had been saddened by the
verdict of the people in refusing at
the recent election to abolish capital punishment, Governor Hunt ol
Arizona declared that he would let
the fourteen condemned prisoners
die on the gallows on the dat-originally set.
"As December 19 has been des
ignated as the execution day for
eleven ol them, there will be eleven hangings in Florence penitentiary on that date," said the governor. "I do not have the power
to commute sentence, because I
have put the question up to the
whole people and they have passed
the verdict."
s

present, as every indication points
to a very mild and pleasant winter
for range stuff in this section. As
stock has all been trailed to winter
quarters and abundant feed is in
stack, cattle men do not feel uneasy about their stock for short
nappy spells in the winter. The
weather conditions were never before as favorable for this time of
the year as they are now.

lief.
More Pharaohs Needed In Agriculture.
Parra products have no credit and
perhaps can never have on a perma-

nent and satisfactory basis unless w j
build warehouses, cold storage plants,
elevators, etc., for without storage and
CKxMt facilities, the south Is compelled to dump its crop on the market
ot. harvest time. The
Fanners' Unions
in the cotton producing states have
for the past ten years persistently advocated the construction of storage
facilities. We have built during this
period 2,000 warehouses with a capacity of approximately 4,000.000 bales
and looking backward
the results
would seem encouraging, but looking
forward, we are able to house less
than
of the crop and warehouses without a credit system lose
0 per cent of their
usefulness. The
problem Is a gigantic one too great
for the farmer to solve unaided.
He
must have the assistance of the bank
er, the merchant and the government.
In production we have reached the
high water mark of perfection In the
world's history, but our marketing
methods are most primitive. In the
dawn of history we find agriculture
Plowing with a forked stick but with
a system of warehouses under governmental supervision that made the
Egyptians the marvel of civilisation,
for who has not admired the vision of
Joseph and applauded the wisdom of
Pharaoh for storing the surplus until
demanded by the consumer, but in
this age we have too many Josephs
who dream and not enough Pharaohs
one-thir-

who build.

COLFAX

Superb Booklet On

panic-stricke-

19

So sang Harry Brennan last
Thursday morninir when he entered the store for his dgv's work, and
even the office came in for an extra
share of milk for its breakfast
'Twas a happy mood Harry was in
the entire day, and none entered
the store but what they enjoyed
the presentation of a good cigar.
Back of all this kindness Harrv
Plans are being outlined by local smilingly disseminated his joy in
parties for a mass banquet to be remarking that his wife had pregiven in thia city some time in De- sented him a new born bov- Both
cember to the Collax county con- the mother and son are doing nice
tingent iu the state legislature and ly under the able care of the family
to be participated in by local peo- physician.
ple. The idea of the banquet is to
induce the people of the southern co. It also will bring the people
part of the county to talk over sev- and the moulders of public opinion
eral important pieces of legislation into closer touch, the realization of
that are of arVat necessity lo the which is to have our county confuture development of the state and tingent go to the legislature know-incounty.
what the people want.
This is entirely a new departure
in this State, but it is béi'ie'ved that
Men Pleased
in tins way an important step will Stock
With Present Conditions
be taken towards solving the ques
tion ot getting safe and sane legislation and the placing of good Taws
Stock men are carrying broad
on the statute books of New Mexi- - smiles on tbeir countenances at

OF

of Stricken

By

The fire hydrant on the corner
of the Grand Hotel was not in
order Sunday morning when
the hose was about to be coupled.
Although this condition is regrettable, it is nothing more than was
to be expected, since the owner of
the building absolutely refused to
contribute one cent toward the annual water rental for protection.
Since that refusal the town council
ordered that particular plug disconnected and the water company removed several parts therefrom to
repair a'damaged hydrant near the
lumber company's yard.

NO. 47

District Judge Thos. D. Leib of
Raton, handt d down bis decision
in the case of the Raton Water
Works Co. vs. the City of Raton,
in which the water company seek-eto compel Raton to purchase its
water system, including franchises
and water rights.
The plaintiff
based its plea upon the grounds
that the municipality through its
d

cgjffil on the

6 h day

of Decem-

ber, 191 it passed a resolution that
a committee of three should appraise the valuation of the. properties of the water company, and
that the city through such resolution obligated itself to purchase
said system.
The court based its decision on
the ground that several other cases
of the same nature had recently
been tried both in Colorado and
this state as well, wbere the decisions were in favor of the municipalities. Glenwood Springs, Colo,
and Hagerman, this state, are the
two cases cited by tbe court. The
municipality of Raton has its new
water system partially completed
together with the constructing of
reservoirs and the laying of pipe
lines.

Santa Fe, Nov. 23. Superb is
the chapter on Colfax county in the
big. New Mexico book that is being
printed by A. E. Koehler for tbe
San Diego exposition. It isljust
printed and in addition to being included in the book, will be distributed in separate pamphlet form
by the tens of thousands. Tbe
main article on the county and the
wealth of its natural resources, is
furnisbed by Willis G. Brown, the
Raton editor, who starts off: "An
empire in itself," as it truly is as
every one who reads the article,
concisely and graphically written,
will admit.
"Raton The Gate City," is described by its energetic and popular mayor, J. J. Shuler, who is also
the town's Oldest physician and its
most useful citizen. Tbe article is
a gem and proves that the versatile
doctor and public servant is also
something of an author. He gives
a vision ot the city that will make
everyone want to visit it and possibly live there.
Tben comes a description of
"Cimarron The Key City," by
Dr. C. R. Bass, that gives the hiswrite-up- .
toric
city a bang-uold-ne-

p

The Urraca ranch orchards, with
tbe largest individually owned apple orchard in the state, owned by
Geo. H. Webster, Jr., is interestingly described. Tbe St. Louis,
Rocky Mountain & Pacific company
and the Swastika Fuel company
are given several pages, the article
being from the pen of of L. C.

White. The Rayado ranch is described by A. E. Schroeder. The
Maxwell Irrigated Land company
and the newly incorporated town
of Maxwell are given two pages,
while M. N. Mikesell, the manag.
r, describes the splendid work accomplished by the Farmers Development company at Miami. David R. Lane has a crackerjack feature article on the Stag Fuel company's operations at Dawson which
give an insight and birdscye view
as well of a modern coal camp that
is regarded as model the world over. French and Springer also come
in for recognition in these pages,
Postal authorities at Silver City which are handsomely embellished
are attempting to solve the mys- with fine
cuts from tbe
terious disappearance recently on best photographs that could be takthe Mogollón mail line of a pouch en.
containing several thousand dollars in checks and money orders.
Tbe pouch disappeared from an "Cheaper
auto mail truck at Jackson, one of
the relay stations on the mail route.
League Springs
Immediately after the discovery of
the loss, merchants at Mogollón
Into Big Battle
took steps to stop payment on tbe
missing checks and the postofnee
officials also stopped payment on
"The Cheaper Fuel League" is
the missing money orders.
busily engaged in working up a
The pouch was either lost or membership large enough to have
tolen and if lost, then whoever a voice in the next congressional
found it evidently decided its con- session. The object of tbe league
tents were too valuable to turn is to nave congress enact a law emthem over to tbe proper authorities. powering the secretary of the in
So far no attempt has been made terior to lease coal and oil lands to
to cash any of the checks.
individuals who will mine the coal
The MoKollon mail line has in and operate oil wells. This it is
years past been the scene of some stated by tbe league will reduce
daring holdups, the bandits paying tbe price of coal and oil from 50 to
particular attention to shipments 75 per cent. The league has headof bullion from tbe mines at Mo- quarters at Washington and wants
gollón to Silver City.
a 500,000 membership.

Government

Looking for

Mail Pouch

balf-.ton-

e

Fuel"

CIMARRON MEWS.

POLAND IS SCENE
OF TWO BATTLES
NOW IN PROGRESS

Big Garmsn Army In Poland.
The advance of the Germans from
Thorn Into Poland Is being made in
greal force
The greatest German
strength Is to be concentrated on this
line. Fighting of the most desperata
character has been In progress and
heavy losses have been suffered by

COLORADO LEGISLATURE

GERMAN TROOPS
BOMBARD LIBAU

Austro-Germá-

n

Armies Attack Russian Wings
and Center and Halt the
Advance of the Slavs.

INVASION FAILING

CON-FLIC-

the northern province.
Germans 8hsll Llbau.
Ciar' Legion Temporarily Abandon
"German cruisers and torpedo boat
March Into East Prussia Became
destroyers bombarded the naval harof Fierce AttacKs Along the
bor here for more than four hoursí'
says a Liban, Russia, corespondent.
Western Border.
Several factories were damaged and
a petroleum reservoir was shelled and
destroyed by fire. The railway sta(Summary of Events.)
and some houses In the poorer
Two big battlcü, itthtf or tion
psrts of
town also suffered.
The
both of which may have decisive Germans the
sank several small cargo
results, are being fought in Po- steamer at the entrance to the harland, and a third eonfliet of
bor. Five persons were killed by the
mi,, importance in progreas-inshells, including a woman and over
thirty persons were wounded.
in I)OHt l'ruHMÍa.
Hard Fighting in Poland.
Losing Guns in Mud.
The r, mi battle In Went Poland Is
Mtny heavy guns have been lost by
in full progress. Official
reports
átate that no decision has let been the Germsns In the flood In
The official
reached, but otherwlae no definite deFrench comtalla are known of the battle which munique In ststlng this declares that
far
the conflict on the the artillery fire from the coast to
the l.vs has slackened somewhat.
west front.
The engagements presumably re- Snow Is again falling in Flanders snd
ported eastward or the Mazurtan lakes the bad weather prevented any Inat Soldán, l.lpno, Kloclawek and Cra- fantry attacks being made by the
cow seem to have been merely pre- Germans. The Germans followed, up
liminaries to a general engagement their advnntage at Chauvancourt In
along the whole line. The Herman the region of St. Mihlel and have re- bulletin mentions fighting northward occupled the village.
Repulse French at Verdun.
of Uidi. while the Austrians report
The German troopa have repulsed
the advance of their army northward
from Cracow, and It is evident that a French attack In the neighborhood
the allies and the Russians sre en of Verdun, France, according to an
gaged In the center along a north and official communication issued by the
aouth line. Hence It seems that the Oerman general army headquarters.
Fight On In Belgium.
Teutonic allies are leveling a concenn deterred by winter weather and
tric attack from three directions
floods, the Germans still are making
against the Russian force.
Germans Believe They Are Winning. an effort to break down the Alllea' de
fronHow the struggle is progressing is fense along the Franco-Belgiaunknown. The newspaper critics in- tier. There have been almost conterpret conditions as generally favor- tinuous artillery lights, with occaable to the Austro-Oerniaand as- sional infantry attacks, but apparentsert that the Oerman advance beyond ly without either side making any
Mlawa and the vicinity of Plock has progress.
The line from the coast to Nleuport,
eliminated danger of an invasion of
Bast and West Prussia except by such which has been receiving less attencavalry forces as are operating north- tion since the Germans began their atward of Kdytkuhnen, in Kait Prussia tempt to get the llritlsb out otdipres,
t
oa the Russian border These, how- again has been subjected to
which Is deacrlbed as a
ever, are only raiders.
one, w hile to the aouth of
Przemysl About to Fall.
the Germans have been trying,
A dispatch from
Petrograd says
that it Is announced there that the under Are from the Allies' cannon, to
siege of Prcemysl appears to be rapid- build works to check the flood which
ly approaching its end. The trenches compelled them to evacuate part of
surrounding the fortifications are in their trenches.
At other points the big guns again
the possession of the Russian troops.
Many of the trenches are filled with have been busy, and Reims has been
lime, confirming statements of pris- subjected to another rain of sheila
German Attacks All Repulsed.
oners that cholera Is raging In the gar
For the mos part the opposing arrlson of Pnemysl.
mies have been content to ahell each
Austrians Tsll of Success.
other at long range, but the Germans
Rertorts from Vienna tell of successhave made
attacks around
es in ' alíela, including the occupation Yprea, which,several
according to the French
by the Teutonic allies of Tarnow and general
staff,
been repulsed with
Wlellrxka. According to these reports heavy losses. have
Despite these loases it
seven thousand prisoners were tsken. It not believed
that the Germans have
Klellcka Is the most westerly point any intention of
giving ap their atadby
(heir
reached
the Russians on
tempt to reach the French coast, and
vance on Cracow.
the Allies are making elaborate prep
Russians In Galicia.
arations to block any further advance
In
(alíela, before Cracow and in force.
In East Prussia, the Russians are
Bxtensive defense works have been
pushing their advantage, apparently erected along the Yser Canal and the
dtsregsrding the fact that their can- French armies are holding that line
ter hua been compelled to fall back. from the Belgian border aouth to the
They also sre showing much activity River Olse and pushing forward apIn (hp Carpathians, their object being proach
works which place thein In a
i o prevent the Austrians from retiring
better position for either defense or
It
Hungary
In
Into
fact. is stated that offense.
(hey already have cut off eight hunGerman Regiment Destroyed.
dred thousand Austrians. who will
An entire German regiment was denow be compelled, ir defeated, to re- stroyed
north of Rlxschoote when the
treat westward.
silled troops again flooded the disRussian and Turkish squadrons have trict in which the bitter fighting
for
met In a long dlstsnce bsttle off Sethe line to the coast has been In progbastopol and each claims to have had ress for the last month That was
the better of the encounter. Accorddeclared In the latest official stateing to the Russian report, the former ment Issued by
the French war office.
Cernían cruiser (loeben. now sttached
to the Turkish navy, was damaged,
Turks Fsr Into Egypt.
while the Turks asaert that the RusTurkish troops have occupied
sian flagship suffered severely and
seventy-fivmiles beyond the
that the other Russlsn warships were Kgyptlan frontier, an official Turkish
ompelled to retire.
ststement declares.
Turks Push Slavs Back.
The general staff of the Ruaaian
Caucasian army has Issued s communication confirming the report from
Turkish sources that the Russisns hsd
received a check near Brzernm.
Bombardment Kills 280.
A dispatch from Athens says the
Turks lost I'M) men and two guns destroyed In the bombardment of the
forts of (lie Dardanelles. The former
German cruisers Goeben and Brealau,
which now fly the Turkish flag, have
the Bosphorus.
Allies Tska Turkish Forts.
The British admiralty announces
the successes or operations against
the Turkish garrison at Sheikh
Said, on the
Strait of
at the tint ranee of the Oulf
of Aden, and of the occuatlon of the
Turkish forts at Turba by Indian
troops, assisted by tbe British cruiser.
Duke of Edinburgh.

t

Western Newspaper

lnln

Nrltp Hervir.

Paris. Nov. 24 Advices from Ubau
say the Germans have opened a second bombardment on the city, especially directed against the moat open
uud populous quarters. Many women
and children were killed.

n

n

abom-bardmen-

t
very-violen-

Dlx-mud- e
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SIR WILLIAM ROBERTSON
Sir William Robertson, who bagan
tils military career as sn enlistad msn,
tss bean mads a lieutenant general of
the British army on the continent.

German Cruiser Interned.
The German cruiser Berlin has been
interned at Trondhjem, Norway. The
Berlin, with a crew of 4J0 man, ar-

rived at Trondhjem and her command-was given the choice or putting to
sea within twenty-tou- r
hours or of
submitting to disarmament. He chose
disarmament.

must be made of pure

and the most choice
FROM VERA CRUZ tobacco
leaf. Such is Fatinia the

Senate Will Have Equal Number of MEXICANS MARCH IN AS FORCE
Democrats and Republicans snd
UNDER GEN. FUN8T0N
One Progressive.

most popular, mild Turkish-blencigarette, now smoked
almost universally in this
Country ! "Üütinclioely Individual. "

DEPARTS.

It'roti cannot Hears Fa tima Clrarrttwj from
turn Da pUntrd to jvnaf sow
ratw osow,
cms rmemtot of 30c
u--

Westsrn Newspaper Ueton News Serviré

Denver. There will be fifty-fou- r
Republicans, forty-fivDemocrats and EUROPEANS FEAR CLASH
one Progressive In the next Legisla
ture, according to a compilation made
from the recent return. In tbe Sen
ate there will be seventeen Republi BRITISH AND FRENCH GET REPORTS THAT INVADERS MAY
cans and seventeen Democrats, with
the balance of power held by W. C
SACK MEXICO CITY.
Robinson, Progressive, from El Paso
county. Excepting possible change.
by two probable contests, the person Western Newspaper Union News Service
nel of the next General Assembly
Vera Cruz The Mexican flag Is
will be:
again flying over Vera Crui. Brig.
Persenael of Seaate.
Gen. Funston and hi command of
Holdovers.
Infantrymen and marines, which
Klret Senatorial District
Denver
was landed here on April 30 last, gol
Koblnsnn. 'Morris. 'Berry. Hamilton,
;
Dem. Eaton, Knausi, Dodge, Kep.
under way Monday afternoon, and Gen.
Second District - Pueblo County
Agutlat-'Candido
men
Murria. Dem.; Peterson. Rep
assumed
Third ESI I'sso
Robinson, Prog.; charge of the city.
The United
Rep
Blliott.
Fourth Las Anlmaa 'Marola. Rep. States transport Cristobal, bearing tbe
Klfth Boulder
Afrolter. Dem.
contingent of the Amerlcsn brigSixth Chaffee and Lake Candllah, first
ade, left the dock at 1 : 50 p. m., hound
Rep.
Seventh Weld Wlndburn. Rep.
for borne. The evacuation of the city
ElKhth Jefferson 'Carver. Dem.
was effected without any clash occur
Ninth Fremont 'Lanes, Rep.
Tenth Larimer Wilkin, Rap.
lng between the Americans and the
Hleventh
Uunnlaou
and Delta
native army. The Mexicans marched
Pearson. Dem.
Twelfth Logan. Sedgwick. Phillips. In on the heels of the departing troops
Washington and Yuma Mlt ten. Rep.
Thirteenth Jackeon. Routt. Moffat but no serlouR disturbance of the city's
and Rio Blanco 'Ilea, Dem.
peace was registered during tbelr enFourt3cnth Costilla. Huerfano and trance.
Cueter Havden, Rep
Fifteenth Rio Grande, 8airuache and United States Holds Customs Money.
,
Mineral Mean, Rep.
Sixteenth Meaa Kings Dem.
Washington.
Anxiety for the safety
Seventeenth Dolores, Montrose and of
the French and British subjects, and.
Han Miguel Schermerhorn, Dem.
Eighteenth
Hinsdale. Ouray. San their Interests, in Mexico City, brought
Juan ana Archuleta Curran. Rep
the British am
Nineteenth La Plata and lonte- - Sir Cecil Spring-Rice- ,
suma 'West. Dem
and Jules Jusserand, the
Twentieth Teller and Park Lewla. bassador,
French ambassador, to the State De
Dem.
Twenty-firs- t
Eagle. Oarfleld and partment to learn what tbe American
'Napier.
Pitkin
Dem.
Twenty-seconAdams, Arapahoe government knew of the situation In
fid Morgan -- Tlerney, Dem.
the Mexican capital. Reports to the
Twenty-thirCrowley and Otero
State Department showed conditions
Rep.
Wetland.
Twenty-fourt- h
Conejoa and Ala- as having Improved.
Jusserand also
mosa 'Adams. Dem.
Twenty-fiftBaca, Bent. Kiowa and inquired what disposition hid been
Prows ri Hasty, Rep.
made of the $1,000,000 In customs duTwenty-sixtClear Creek. Grand. ties collected by the
American force
Ollpln and Summit 'Williams. Rep.
Twenty seventh Kit Carson. Chey- which evacuated Vera Crux. He waa
enne, Douglas, Blbert and
Lincoln
informed by Acting Secretary Isanslng
Rllsy, Dem.
that tbe money was taken away by
Hews of Bepreeeatatts-reDenver County C. M. Billa. George Gen. Funston' force and no decision
B Drake,
R. M. Hagerraan.
had been reached as to its disposiHarria, W. W. Howland, B. M. Robert
Sabln.
F. D. Thompson. Thomas Tonga, H. B. tion
Garwood. Rep.; John Dietrich. B. V.
French bondholders have a Hen on
Dunkl.ee, Evangeline Hearts, Dem.
Pueblo County A. ST Andrew, Dr. F. practically all the customs duties at
B. Wallace, F. M. Stokes, Rep--: F, U
Vera Cruz. One loan gave them 62
Hlrglna, Dem.
El Paso Phil. B, 8tewart, Geo. M. of the customs receipts and Huerta
Taylor. L. A. Puffer, Rep.
Weld W. X. Qllorest, C. R. Gravea, negotiated a loan giving them the remaining 88. The latter transaction
Rep.
Larimer P. D. Nelaon. Rep.
Boulder Montgomery, Rep.; Ardou-rel- , has been declared Invalid by the Carranza government, and French bond
Dem.
Meaa W. M. Porter, Dem.
Isas Anlmaa Mayer and Schmidt. Rep. holders feared that If the customsTeller and Park Clinton E. Roberta, fund was given to Gen. Candido AgBmory R. Tounsr. Dem.
nllar, who took possession in the name
Fremont George E. Colgate. Rep.
Crowley and Otero O. W. West, of Carranza, the obligations would he
Dem.: Reuben C Inge, Rep.
ignored.
Jefferson Wesley Staley. Dem.
Arapahoe and Blbert J. J. Kruae,
It is virtually certain that until a
Rep.
government is recognized In Mexico
Oarfleld and Rio Blanco John L
which has arranged for an adjustment
Noonan. Rep.
Delta George W. Bruce, Dem.
of all financial difficulties of the reMontroae Horton. Dem.
public, the funds from Vera Cruz will
Conejoa Celestino Garcia. Rep
Alamosa R. M. Born. Dem.
kept by the United States.
be
Adama Counter, Dem.
The British legaUon wired that a
Pitkin Charles Dalley, Dem
La Plata McDevltt. Jr.. Rep
circular was being distributed anLake F. J. McNalr. Dem.
nouncing that on the evacuation by
Rio Grande August Weiaa, Rep
Chaffee A. PI Wright. Dem.
Carranza forces tbe Villa and Za
Morían and Waahington Mark B the
pata troops would begin a period of
QUI, Rep.
Clear Creek Herman B. Crist. Rep.
looting at certain hours.
Gilpin H. C. Bolalnger, Dem.
Acting Secretary Lansing said that
Ouray B. H. Du Praw. Dem
Ban Juan Fox. Dem.
heard of these
Logan and Sedgwick John C. 3cott the department had strongly
Inclined
circulars and be was
Rep.
Phillies and Yuma Charles E. Dame-woo- to believe they were the work of eneRep.
mies of both Villa and Zapata. He
Gunnison W. Scott Humason. Rep.
,
Saguache and Custer Carl L.
this view because in response to
took
Dem.
DouK-taan inquiry made last Friday about the
Hugh Taylor, Rep.
Lincoln. Kit Carson and Cheyenne
rumors of possible disorder when tbe
F. H. Spencer. Rep.
Villa troops reached the capital. Gen.
Kiowa and Bent Best. Dem.
Prowera and Bscs Rsv Mrirth Villa, himself, issued general orders
Rep.
stating that any soldier caught mosan Miguel W. H. Doyle. Dem.
Hinsdale. Archuleta and Mln.r.l
lesting women or stealing would be
O'Rourke. Dem.
summarily shot.
l,
floutt and
Dem.
Summit. Grand and Jaekann Pii.sk.
er. Dem.
$100,000 Loss by Fire.
Kaa-lB. C. Kennedy, Dem
Winnipeg, Man. Fire in the
Huerfano and Coatllla J P niie- Kos. Rep.
Sask., business district caused
Montexuma and Dolores W. I My- - an estimated loss of $100,000.
er,
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Rvery nation In Europe
London
oxcept Holland, Simla and Switzerland
will be at war before Jan. 1, according to attache of the British war office. It is predicted that Italy, Bulgaria, Bum. mm and Portugal will join
tire allies and Denmcrk, Sweden and
Norway will cast their lot with Germany.

Flan-ders-

orer-shadow- s

A good cigarette
d

both sides.
MANY
WOMEN AND CHILDREN
It Is now a race between theRua-siaWERE KILLED AS SHELLS
army Invading Bast Prussia and
the German force striking at Poland.
WRECK HOMES.
It Is believed generally the kaiser ex
pccis to relieve the pressure upon
East Prussia by striking a crushing
blow with h's torces advancing along TEUTONS NEAR WARSAW
the Vistula and from Kallsz. A victory for the Huaslana about Soldau
would be followed by a quick rush
SEVEN MORE
Into Bast Prussia which would force BRITISH PREDICT
NATIONS WILL ENTER
an abandonment of the determined offensive In Poland for the defense of
BEFORE JAN.
n

Sepárale

REPUBLICANS
HAV
MAJORITY
OF NINE IN HOUSE.

U.S. TROOPS SAIL

lxmdon. The battle which I being
fought in the region between the Vistula and Wnrta river in Poland appears to have turned in favor of the
Russians. In fact a special dispatch
from Petrograd to Pari saya that tho
Ruaaian army already has won a decisive victory. Both the Russian and

the German official reports suggest
that General von Hlndonburg's second thrust at Warsaw has been
checked.

Grand Duke Nicholas, commander In
chief of the Russian forces, for two
days In succession ha recorded partial aucceases in this great battle, and
last night the German general staff
says that the arrival of Russian reinforcements has postponed a decision.
Grand Duke Nicholas and General von
Hlndenburg heretofore have been so
successful In their strategies that their
adherents look upon them as almost
unbeatable.
The German papers only Monday
morning were talking of a general
Russian retirement despite the fact
that the Russians have been advancing steadily in Galicia, have repulsed
attack before Crathe Austro-Germacow, hold part of the German territory In Eaat Prussia and were opposing General von Hfndenburg's advance
on Warsaw. It is the same In Petrograd. All the correspondents declare
It Is certain that Russian numbers
must tell when the German hove
reached the ground on which Grand
Duke Nicholas has chosen to give
them battle.
Petrograd is silent about the strategy of the present campaign, which
doe not seem to excite any greater
concern In the Russian capital than
did the previous Oerman advance on
Warsaw. Berlin, on the other hand,
seems to regard the Polish operations
as decisive In the Russian campaign,
if not on the outcome of the entire
war.
An official report from Vienna
states that the Teuton allies were continuing their attacks successfully.
n

d

d
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Germans Bombsrd Ypres.
.on d on
The Germans, have been
violentl bombarding Ypres In Flanders, Solssons In the Alsne valley and
Rhelms, while thevthave been making
attacks In force In the Argonne region.
The French claim that the assault
in the last named region have been
repulsed, while the Germans, In direct
contradiction, say that they have been
gaining ground Hteadlly.
Any or all of this activity may be
intended to divert attention from the
quarter in which the supreme attack
is to be made, but the alllej are sure
to discover soou where they must expect the next Mow.
In order to wsrd off the possibility
of the Germans again trying to move
along tbe coast the British fleet lias
been bombarding their positions from
tho sea.
The official communication Issued
by the German army headquarters at
Berlin says:
"Fighting continues at Nleuport and
at Ypres. A small British squadron
twice approached but was driven off
by our artillery.
The British naval
guns had no effect.
"In tbe forest of the Argonne we
are gaining ground step by step, one
trench after another, and one point of
support after another being wrested
from the French and a number of prisoner being taken dally.
"A violent reconnoltering expedition against our position on the east
of the Moselle river was made ineffective by our counter attack."
The text of the official commuulca-tlofrom Parts follows
'Yesterday was marked by a violent
artillery fire. The enemy directed his
attention particularly to the town of
Ypres, where the belfry, the cathedral,
tbe marketa end a number of houses
were set on fire; to Solssons and to
Rhelms.
"In tbe Argonne the day was character! red by very hot fighting. The
enemy delivered very spirited attacks,
which wore repulsed.
and In the Voagea
"In the Woes-rthe situation Is without change.
'Today as yesterday there was oaav
nonadlng In tbe north In the direction
of Solssons and Rhelms."
n
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IN GOLD FREE
Send na the name of any responsible party
who la interested In tha parchase of a piano or
player piano and In the event w sell them aa
Instrument between now and January lit, we
will send yoa IB la gold free.
Be sure snd give us corree nam and address and tell us party's occupation sad how
Voog he baa lived la your oommanlty.
Our big 1914 Piano, Player Piano aad Vkv

trola catalogs and fall details of our
will be mailed free on appUoatloa.
Pleas state whloh Instrument you are Interested la. Write at oooe. Address

TIE

MUSIC COMPANY

L

"West's

Unset asat

ESTABLISHED

MADE

1874

OMeet Rinse Hews"
DENVER. COLORADO

THE VICTORY CERTAIN

Gunner's Announcement Naturally
Brought Joy to the Heart of
Artillery Captain.
With a ringing cheer the enemy advanced to attack the lntrenchmenta.
"Fire!" hoarsely shouted the artillery captain, aad the roar of tho guns
responded, but without checking the
steady advance of the enemy.
One piece remained undischarged.
"Why don't you fire?" demanded the
captain.
"I I dont know If If s loaded." responded the gunner.
A gleam of Joy Ut ap the stern features of the commander.
"Then victory Is ours!" he shouted,
"fire It and let's find out!"
The discharge mowed down the advancing column aad the assault was
repelled.
Twaa ever thus.

iy Wire."
Louise Randolph smilingly confirms
this tale told of her the other day:
Bhe was in her dressing room preparing to go "on" when the call hoy
announced that she was van ted at the
telephone.
T cant go now." she replied; "take
the message."
The boy returned shortly, slightly
embarrassed.
"Ton had better come. Mise Randolph," he said. "It's your daughter,
and she wants to give you a kiss over
the phone." Oreen Book.

Moffat--Norvel-

Bye-pro-

It may be as difficult for sums
men to enter tbe klnsrdom of kssssr,

as It is for them to keep out ol jail.

Dem.

Wife Slaysr John Freeze Convicted.
Denver. A verdict of murder In the
first degree with the penalty fixed at
life Imprisonment returned against
John FYeeie in the West Side Court
only brought laughter to the prisoner's Hps. To him It meant that he
had gained a victory. Before his trial
he had offered to plead guilty to mur
dering his wife, Rachel Freese, the
night of June 19 last, on condition that
he should not hang. District Attorney Rush refused his offer and, In hia
closing argument to the Jury, urged
the death penalty. Although Freese
shot himself three times after killing
the woman, he decided that after that
failure to end hla life, he wanted to
Uve. Throughout the four days of his
trial he cooperated with hla attorney
to eaat mitigating circumstances about
the crime which he freely confessed.
Ufe Imprisonment, he said, was the
best he could hope for. When the
verdict came In he chuckled audibly.

Unionists Protest Troop Withdrawal.
Washington. President Wilson will
confer with Secretary Garrison In the
near future regarding the Colorado situation. Word reached the White
House that the Colorado authorities
will soon formally apply to the administration to withdraw the federal
troops from that state. Tbe state authorities are now said to be willing
to assume responsibility for maintaining order and will so tell the President. Meanwhile emphatic protests
against taking the troops out has been
made by the officials of the United
Mine Workers of America.
Arkansss Ablaxe From Forest Fires.
IJttle Rock. Ark. The state of Arkansas, ablaze almost from end to end
with forest fires which are devastating
huge tract of timber on thousands
of acres of land, Is powerless to call
upon Its militia aa a
according to Governor
Hays. The condition of the state
treasury, the depletion of the military
fund and the general disorganisation
of the state guard forces, the governor
declared, made such action impossible.
g

Mrs. Spitz Assailant Gets Fivs Years.
Pueblo.
Andrew Hogg, who twice
shot and wounded Mr. Augusta Selts,
with whom he was infatuated, was
sentenced to serve from three to five
years In prison.

Qlrl Oeta $11,000,000.
Dlx Denies Patrick Psrdon Story.
Denver.
Mania Ann Oavlt, eight
New York. "The charge that I was
years old, stepdaughter of Mrs. Marie influenced by financial transactions in
Turner Cooke Oavlt of Denver and granting a pardon to Albert T. PatNew York. Is the wealthiest child of rick, convicted of the murder of Willher age In the world. Her fortune iam Marsh Rice, In 1900, Is a fabricaamounts to more than 111,000,000. and tion out of thin air. I do not know
her Income la estimated at $2,500 a some of the men who made the
day, according to the accounts of the charges." This was the answer given
estate of her grandfather, Anthony N. by
John A Dlx to the charge
Brady, which was filed with the surro- that J. T. Mllllken, brother-in-laof
gate of Albany county. New York. Patrick, consented to the sale of s
,
Brady left a total estate of 77,042,-443gold mine In Colorado, aa the price ol
according to the transfer tax
Patrick's pardon.

"

Let Them
Speak
For Themselves
Yoa needn't take anybody's word for the superiority of Post Toasties
Get a package from your

Grocer, pour some of the
crisp, sweet flakes into a dish,

add cream or milk, and a

sprinkle of sugar if you wish.
Then be the judge ol

Post
Toasties
The Superior
Corn Flahea

Eight-Year-Ol- d

made from the hearts of the
finest Indian Com, skilfully
cooked, seasoned, rolled and
toasted.

Toasties are not ordinary
"own flakes," so remember
when you want Superior Corn
Flakes to ask your grocer for

Post Toasties

CIMARRON MBWB.

PRETTY CHRISTMAS GIFTS i
Acceptable Presents for Young and Old
and How They Are Made
EASILY MADE CHRISTMAS
NOVELTIES IN NECKWEAR

NBCKWEAB and muff sets war
fashionable than they
are Just now, and they are among (ha
easiest to make of homa-mad- e
gifts.
They confer both atyle and comfort
upon their wearers to the Joy of thoae
who receive them.
Neckpieces
are limply straight
length of velvet, plush or fur cloth,
cut a quarter of a yard wide and a
yard or mora In length. They are
lined with satin and gathered in at the

LATE

Dr. Marden's

MARKET
QUOTATIONS
Nw Sirvle.
DENVER MARKETS.

Y

Cattle.
Beef steers, corn fed, good

to choice
$7. 2597.75
For small remembrance tokens fiat Beef steers, corn fed, fair
to good
6. 77.25
sachets of crepe paper carrying lavender or spicy perfumes In an oblong bit Beef steers, grassers. good
to choice
7. (K37.65
of cotton batting, are tied with nar
Beef steers, grassers, fair
row strips of ribbons.
6, 50 7.00
to good
Heifers, prime, corn fed . . 6. 507.OO
DESK 8ET8 FOR THE
OFFICE OR HOME Cows and heifers, corn fed,
the most attractive of
AMONO presents
for men are office
or library sett consisting of portfolio,
tetter box, waste basket, candle
shades, etc. They are made o hand-eomwall paper designs pasted over
foundations of heavy cardboard or
wood. A paper having a broad blact
and white stripe with dark red flowers,
vaguely outlined on it, was used to
cover the letter box and portfolio
e

T

good to choice
Cows and heifers,
fair to good
Cows and heifers,
good to choice
Cows and heifers,
fair to good
Cows and heifers,
common to fair
Keedlng cows
Veal calves
Bulls

256.75

6,

corn fed
A..

756.50

5,

grassers,

5.75

6 ,00

grassers,
76ift4.75

3
4

.25ÍT5.25

.(
M0.M

7 .(III',,
4.

6.60

6 00

657.40

6 onC.6.r)

comS

006.00

Hogs.
Good

hogs

7.1067.50
Sheep.
8.004(8.60

Ewes

4.755.60
5.766.60

Yearlings
Wethers
Feeder lambs, f.p.r
Feeder ewes, f.p.r
Breeding ewes
.4--

6.00

5.25

6.507.26
3.E04.30
4.505.'25

-.

ends,

where a taeseled ornament
makes the finish. They fasten about
the neck with a hook and eye or slide.
Crocheted,
passamenterie or bead
buckles and ornaments are used on
them.
Muffs are barrel-shapeand made
over beds of down or wool batting.
These beds are bought ready made
and are very cheap. Velvet coverings
are usually gathered over them with
ruffles at each end as shown in the
picture. The muff and raffles are liued
with satin. Silk cords or strands of
large black beads are fashionable this
season for decorating these sets.
d

Hay.
(F. O. B. Denver, Carload Price.)
shown in the illustration. The candle Colo, uulnnri nnr tnn
..11
shade is of dark rod paper decorated Nehraskn Milium! nnr tnn ft .00 10.00
with a fancy gold braid pasted on. The Second bottom, Colorado
ability to choose an attractive paper
9.50
:ind Nptirnskn nnr nn S 50
14 00Ole.0
aid paste it on neatly Is about all that Timothy, per ton
8.00
7
Is required for making these sets. Annua, per ton
13.00
Leather effects, the tiffany papers, be- South Park, choice, per ton. ;t
San Luis Vnllev. nnr ton.. .HiHi 10.00
sides many artistic flowered patterns Uunnison
per ton.. 11 ,00 tj 12.00
are suited to the purpose and make straw, perValley,
4.00
3 .50
ton
useful and tasteful gifts thst men ap-

preciate.

Grain.

TOBACCO POUCH AND
DRESSING CA3E BAG
TOBACCO pouch is made of four
long, narrow triangles of leather
or of a silky plush, sewed together. A
silk lining Is made In the same way
and placed In the outer bag. The edges
toalong the top are
gether. The bag Is 7Vi inches long,

A

blind-stitche-

Wheat, choice milling,

100

Rye, Colo., bulk, 100 lbs
Idaho oats, sacked

lbs....

1.53

,.1.2&
1.55
1.55
1.40
1.3

Nebraska oats, sacked
Corn chop, sack
Corn, In sack

l.Oi

Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs
Flour.

Standard Colorndo, net

.2.65

Dressed Poultry.
Less 10 Commission.
Turkeys, fancy dry picked 19
Turkeys, old toras
16
Turkeys, choice
Hens, large
9
Hens, small
18
Broilers
Springs

HOLIDAY TIES AND
BOWS IN RIBBON

Ducks
Ueese

.'

Roosters

Hens,

Less

fancy

aZ
16

14
16
10
1

14

14

15

14
9

15
10

Live Poultry.
10
Commissiou.
11

, . 8
Hens, small
16
Broilers
Springs
12
6
Boosters
10
Turkeys,
lb. or Ver ..15

Ducks
Geese

1

13

12
9
16
13
7

16
14
14

Eggs.
Eggs, graded No. 1 net, F.
O.

B.

Denver

Eggs, graded No.

w

pretty nekwear
INEXPENSIVE and colored
velvet
ribbon. Bowa and ties like those
shown In the picture are often finished
with small flowers of ribbon or chiffon.
HOMEMADE GIFTS
ACCEPTABLE

TO MEN

gifts for one's menfolks
SEUSCTINO
to the Christmas
ahopper; their needs are few, compared to those of women and children.
Men like gifts that add something to

30
2

net, F.

O. B. Denver
23
each triangle 3V4 Inches wide. A
casing is stitched in the bag 1ft Eggs, case count, less com7. 30 8.60
mission
inches from the top to accommodate
narrow elastic bands for drawing
Butter.
strings, if the bag is to be hung up Elgin
32 33
ribbon or cord suspenders are sewed Creameries, ex. Colo., lb...
3334
at each side.
Creameries, ex. East, lb...
3334
28
Creameries, 2d grade, lb..
INEXPENSIVE GIFTS IN
28
Process
COLLARS AND VE8TEES Packing stock
22.
.
(
,
vestee
In
and
Fruit
sheer
ACOLLAR to wear with tailored
suits Apples, Colo., new, box . . 761.50
.1 262.00
will be welcomed by every woman and Pesrs, Colo
costs almoat nothing but the time for
Vegetables.
making. The flaring collar is finished
.
Cabbage, Colo., owt
.761.0fl
with
scallops or a Celery, dot., Colo
.20
.2b
band of fine narrow swiss embroidery, Onions, Colo., cwt
.1.001.2
or lace, which extends down each side. Potatoes. Colo
.
.90L15
The collar and vestee must be cut
separately and Joined at the neck line.
MISCELLANEOUS MARKETS.
The collar Is wired to make it stand
flare
correctly.
and
Lesd and Spelter.
A brilliant vestee, with collar and
St. Louis. LeadI3.863.90.
Spelter
reverá of filmy lace, is pictured made
5.066.07V4.
of brocaded velvet and shadow lace.
Silver In London.
The vestee Is a band about the neck
Loudon. Bar silver 22Ttd per os.
.

their comfort and they like convenient
things. They especially appreciate
gifts made by the donor, and this year,
there are some novelties for them
which are not difficult to make at
home.
A basket, which will do either for a
den or a bedroom, is made very easily.
The materials selected for It depend
upon the purposes for which it is to
be used. If It is Intended for a con- gradually wideuiug to the waist line
venient receptacle for ties, collar but- where It is trimmed Into points. It
tons, pins, needles, thread and various fastens Just above the points with
odds and ends, it is to be made of cre- hooks and eyea, and here three small,
tonne, brown linen or figured oilk and fancy buttons are set on for ornament.
finished with ribbon. But it for a den
A ahort ruffle of lace forms a flaring
to hold pipen, matches, cigars, tobacco, collar which is supported with fine
etc., it Is to be made of thin leather or wires. The revers are msfde of straight
heavy silk and finished with silver or pieces of lace draped in at each side
gold braid and cord.
and at the top In the neck line. Made
A collar box covered with cretonne of bright colored brocades this Is one
and suspended by ribbon hangers la a of the prettiest of novelties to be worn
reliable gift sure of a welcome, A to embellish the blouse.

Wheat In Mlnnsapolis.
Minneapolis Wheat Dec., $1.1H.
Mav, ti iv; No. 1 hard, tl.19; No.
1
1.18 ; No 2
Northern, f 1.16
Northern, 11. 1241. 10.
Butter, Eggs and Poultry.
Kansas City. Butter - Creamery,
31c: firsts, 29r; seconds. 26c; packing.
21c
Eggs- -

Firsts, 28c; seconds, 23c.
Poultry Hens, 12c; roosters, 10o;
turkeys, 14c.
Omaha Llvs Stock Quotations.
South Omaha. -- Hogs Heavy, 17.30
7.41; light, $7.30 7.60; pigs. I.::5
7.25; bulk.
1:l'oa 7.40.

Cattle

Native steers,

$6.50

10.25;

cows and heifers. 15.75 7.25; western
Steers, $6.00 8.50; Texas steers, $5.80
7.20; cows and heifers, $5.607.OO;
calves, $h.0010.0C.
Sheep -- Yeaiilugs. $6.75 7.50; wethers. $6.906.50; lambs, $8.001(9.00.

Price of Sugar.
New York Sugar Ra, firm; mo
lasses, $3.363.42; oentrifugal, $4.01
4.07.

Mrs.

Pink-ham-

6

to good

Feeders and Blockers,
mon to fair

Com-poun- d

e,

5 75íj)6.2S

grassers,

Stags
Feeders and stockers. good
,
to choice
Feeders and stockers, fair

CHILD?

Uplift Talks

Wwitam Nrwppaptr T'nlrtn

round pasteboard box of suitable sise
Is needed over which the covering Is
stretched and either paated or sewed.

have to work for
living, becauM
somebody else hss done the work for HAVE
YOD
them. Just as though all that, life
meant was to provide for the eating
and drinking, the housing of our
A
bodies and Indulgence In luxuries.
A steady occupation Is man's great
Many woman long for children, but brcaute of
life preserver, without whlca, It he li
curable physics) derangement ra deprived
able to work, he cannot possibly keep some
of this resten of ell happiness.
from a fatal deterioration.
women whose
The
By ORISON 8WETT MARDEN.
lam'a V.
Our powers were given us for exer- anormal health by Lyrlia E.
Write sad ask
cise, for achievement, and if not used,
CopjrlgM kr MoClan N.opapor Srndlwu
man cannot long remain a man. He
"I took your
frHE ENEMIES IN OUR VOCABU- will soon dwindle back to the brute.
and have a fine,
Man's chief purpose In life. th
strong baby. " Mrs.
LARY.
great object of his existence Is
John Mitchell, Ma.
He was made to do
Did you ever think that many or achievement.
sena, N. Y.
things,
and
paralysis.
Is
tdlsness
fatal
the words and phrases which you con" Lydia E. Pinkham'a
Tho
we
anything
moment
divert
stantly use are your real enemies,
Vegetable Compound is a
that they leave their hideous pictures planned, made to serve a particular
wonderful medicine for
and black shadows in your mind? "In purpose, we ruin It.
A watch was made to keep lijnw.
expectant mothers."
the dictionary of fools we find '1
Mrs. A. M. Myers,
canT very often, plenty of 'Ifs,' lots That was Its sole purpose and object;
and It we attempt to use It for any
Of words like "luck' and destiny,' and
Ma
phrases like 'If I only had time or a other purpose we rob It of Its power.
chance like other people.'" lRw many
When this woman was asked why
.i
. .
.
.
iimes nave you Deen kept from aolng she stole, Bhe said she had nothing
e table Compound before
a good deed by such phrases ae "Ob, else on earth to do. When she was
child-birtit has done so
1
know I can't do that," "Somebody
a young girl she picked up a ring on
much for me. "-E.
else can do that a great deal better," the street and gave It to a little boy
M. Doerr, R. R. 1,
"I am afraid to try." "I haven't the with "the most glorious red hair." she
Pa.
courage," "I fear I shall take cold or said, "that ever flamed."
"I knew
catch some disease If 1 do this or whose ring It was. but I made myself
's
"Itookl.ydlsE.
that"?
think I didn't know, and then after
Vegetable ComI believe that those two words "I ward when the red hnlred boy got In
pound to build up my
can't" have ruined more prospects trouble my mother pinned a placard
system and have the
my
on
back, and made me wear It to
and have kept more ability doing the
dearest baby girl in the
work of mediocrity than any other school for a whole week of misery.
world." Mrs. Moss
The word 'thief in large letters was S"
two words In our language.
B LAKELET, Imperial, Pa.
Did you ever know a person who written on the placard, and I thought
I should die before the end of the
"I praise the Comhas a great many "I can'ts" In his vopound whenever I have
cabulary to accomplish very much? week. But I did not die. I lived to
a chance. It did so much
Some people are always using the hate the word thief worse than any
words, "Ob, I can t afford to go there;" other word In the EngllBh language."
for me before my little
"I can't undertake euch a hard task, And yet, In spite of all this, a Ufe of
girl was bom." Mrs.
E. W. Sanders, Rowles-buslet somebody else do that." "I am Idleness Induced her to steal for
W. Va.
afraid of this or that" is a terrlhle
MSderer, a terrible blighter of ambitook your Com"I
tion, a cooler of enthusiasm.
What Makes a Girl Popular.
All
pound before baby was
Every girl has the perfectly natural
achievement and all efficiency depend
born and feel I owe my
upon initiative, and that is easily desire to be popular with the other
life to iL " Mrs. Winnm
killed by the fear words, the words sex. and every girl Is Interested in
Winter Haven,
Tillis,
knowing
popularity.
secret
such
of
the
which express doubt and uncertainty.
Florida.
"By thy words thou shalt be Justi- Some girls have the Idea that the way
fied, and by thy words thou shalt be to have a good time is to break away
Domestic Menace.
condemned."
Every person Indicates from the recognized rules of social
reckless type
On matters of feminine dress we set
his strength or his weakness by the life. The
preponderance of strong or weak of girl may receive a good deal of dom venture to express an opinion unattention of a certain kind, but it It less It be occasionally a word In dewords In' his habitual vocabulary.
Negative, weak words, words of doubt, safe to Bay that men do not really fense of that liberalism which permits
uncertainty or hesitation, predomi- care for such a girl. Certainly they a woman to consider her freedom and
nate in the vocabulary of a negative do not have any respect for her. They comfort as well as her appearance.
man; while the positive, plus, crea- may enjoy a summer flirtation with
But we are prompted now to utter
tive, vigorous,
progressive words. her, but such a girl never enters seri- protest against the progress of AmerWhich Indicate mental dominion, pre- ously Into their thoughts. The girl ican fashion designers, who, with a
vail In the vocabulary of a positive, who Is kind and thoughtful to her par- free field for the first time In history,
vigorous, progressive character, as ents Is the girl whom they admire. can think of nothing better than to
The girl who Is disrespectful to her mimic the military uniforms of Euthey did In Webster's vocabulary.
Did you over think that every time parents will not long retain the re- rope.
you say "I can't" you weaken your spect of otherB. Men know very well
Is it not enough that we should have
ber mother the horrors of the war thrust upon us
In
confidence
yourself and your that a girl who deceives
power to do things? Confldince Is cannot be trusted. A good daughter by the news, filling our Imaginations,
wife,
coloring our dreams? Is it not enough
the greatest fuctor In achievement. has In her the making of a good
when he
Self-faitIs a powerful aBset, better and a man remembers this
a
seriously of matri- that there should be signs of military
begins
to
think
than money capital without It. Noepidemic in all our magazines, articles
mony.
Leslie's.
body believes In the youth who thinks
on strategy, stories of fighting and
he cannot do things, who has no conbloodshed?
Must we have the world's
Man."
"Old
Vslue of the
fidence in himself, no faith In his
nightmare Intensified by the very
How about the "old man" and the olothes the women wear?
ability, because evervbodv
Chicago
knows
have always felt and Post.
that he cannot do a thing until he apprentice?
thinks he can. He must first believe contended In my work that the "old
In himself, must be convinced that he man," as he Is slightingly referred to.
Starting tho Day Wrong.
can accomplish It.
has a place In Industry. His experiThere was a gloom on the face of
as
used
can
be
Is
He
valuable.
I know a
young man who seems ence
the New England farmer.
He may not be
very ambitious In a general sort of trainer and coach.
"What's the matter, Elijah?" asked
way, but when the opportunity which, fast, but he is sure. He may, on the his nearest neighbor. "Flapjacks givperhaps, be had been working a long other hand, prove to be both skillful en out over to your honse?"
time for, comes, he wilts, his stamina and rapid on certain work. At any
"Worse'n that," said Elijah. "You
oosee out, his ambition wavers, and rate, for the sake of his past services know, 'twasn't apple year, and wife
too
If
he
old
is
he does not feel equal to it. He does don't turn him adrift.
says we can't have any more apple
not have faith In himself equal to his and cannot work pension him. If he pie for breakfast."
ambition. Of course his life Is a dis- can work And out what Is best for
"Can't you make out If you have
appointment. The man who never him to do and give him a schedule apple pie noon and night?"
wants to give a decided opinion, who with a sufficient allowance added
"I can, because I've got to," said
always wants to reserve his Judg- thereto to Justify him in continuing Elijah, "but. 1 tell you, It upsets me.
If
cost
much,
won't
to
best.
do his
It
ment, or who says he doesn't know,
starting in the day wrong like that "
or that be is afraid, the man who does anything. The apprentice should also
not dare to begin things, who shrinks have an allowance added to his schedThe Easiest Way.
from responsibility, or who always ule that will warrant him In exerting
Fifth Avenue Pedestrian Which Is
average
apprentice,
the
himself.
The
he
thinks
cannot do this or that, Is
the quickest way to the morgue, offnot the man for great responsibility. mechanic and the "old man" will have icer?
Is
wage
rates,
so
little
there
But the man who says, "1 can do the different
Traffic Cop Just across the street.
thing, and I will," the man who be- likelihood of a clash on account of
.
Msga-slnelieves In himself and in his ability to bonus earnings. Engineering
Wheo a man comes home sick his
carry through what he undertakes Is
wife expects him to hold the baby
the masterful man the one who will
while she mixes him a dose of soma
do things, not dream about them
Origin of a Mark Twain Story.
nasty stuff.
Of all the witty things said or writTHE TRAGEDY OF NOTHING TO ten by Mark Twain no phrase has
DO.
been quoted oftener than his reply to
an alarmist report, "Humor of my
Not long ago a rich woman was ar- death greatly exaggerated." The hisrested in Chicago for stealing, and tory of this now celebrated bon mot
this was her excuse:
"The most will doubtless be of Interest. Mark
Twain was on a visit to London some
wretched, the most absolutely
human being on earth la the years ago, and had been secured as
woman with nothing to do. I believe the chief guest ae"A dinner to be
I'd steal and burgle and set fire to the given by a literary club. On the
docs much to make the
police station, or do anything else un- morning of the day when the dinner
difference
between success
der the shining sun to keep myself was to take place the secretary was
shocked to hear a rumor thst Mark
from being bored to death.
and failure.
At his
"I'd rather scrub floors for a living, Twain had died suddenly.
and go home at night so tired I could wit's end, he sought to verify It by a
And the food a person
hardly climb the steps to my attle diplomatic note to Mrs. Clemens, in
eats
goes a Ions way toward
rumor.
he mentioned the
with my little dollar and a half of which
deciding the difference,
honeat money Jingling in my good red Mark Twain got hold of the note and
hand, than to sit all day long with telegraphed the now famous reply,
tne gnawing devil of idleness eating "Rumor of my death greatly exagFrom
gerated."
"After Dinner
my heart out aud driving me to mu.
Grape-Nut- s
Stories," by N. C. Fowler, Jr.
uess."
Steal?
should think she would
FOOD
Von Moltke's Sags Remark.
steal or commit arson, or get up exIn the "Life of Von Moltke," by his
peditions to the North pole or go down
iu diving bells or up In balloons, or do uephew, the field marshal, we read
with its delicious flavour
anything on earth to get something to that at n'.nety he bad among bia favorrich in the concentratand
"Oermun
Hisbooks
Treltscbke's
ito
to think of besides her own little silly,
ed, nourishing elements of
uninteresting, useless self, shouldn't tory of the Nineteenth Century" and
Sybel's "Foundation or tho Oerman
you?
whole wheat and malted
In bis travel diaries b
Empire."
Isn't it pitiable to see so many peobarley, is the favorite
scornfully
of the British,
ple In the most glorious country lu writes
whom he complains of meeting everybreakfast
cereal
of thoutho world, where 10,000 opportunities
where "Pesth. On the yacht thers
sands
of successful
and unlimited resources are awaiting
men
were 12 travelers, of course somt
honest endeavor, resortlug to all sorts Englishmen smong them. They seem
and women
of devices for diversion, Just to drive
Indispensable as the salt In out
away ennui, Just to keep themselves as
food, though they do nut alwaya seafrom going mad.
The English
son society.
"There's a Reason"
Think of the rich people giving men kept to themselves, playing
.no..:., v dinners and squandering chess."
Of a party of Americans tie
for
money like water on all aorts of fool- met on a Danube river boat he writes:
ish things, resorting to all sorts of "Albion's stepsons are not very ami
Grape-Nut- s
demoralising practices, dissipating, able. It the Yankee turns out thui
and wasting time, life's most precious after having traveled all over EueapRal, Just because they have noth-fe- rope, how disagreeable must be be at
sold by Crocer.
to do Juat because they do not houal"
1
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PROBLEM

CHURCrTAND STATE
The State Educational Association at its meeting this
week has for one of its topics for discussion the dissolution of church and state and the prevention of close intimacy of these two societies. The discussion of this subject was, in all probability, brought to this point after it
was learned that an effort is being made to introduce religious tent books into the public schools of the state.
That church and state must remain separate institutions is nothing new; it was thus thousands of years ago

By Peter Radford
Lecturer National Farmers' TTntort.
Our government never fared so tremendous a problem a that now lying
dormant at the doors of congress and
the legislatures, and which, when
aroused, will shake this nation from
center to circumference, and make
civilisation hide Its face in shame.
That problem Is women in the field.

The last

federal

census

reports

show we now have 1,614,000 women
working In the field, moat of them
south of the Mason and Dixon line.
There were approximately a million
negro alavés working In the fields
when liberated by the emancipation
proclamation. We have fried our
slavea and our women have taken
We have
their places In bondage.

and will remain so until the last child will have been born.
Where church and state are not separate the outcome
is that revolutions follow. History points this out clearly.
France, Spain, Belgium, Germany, Austria and Mexico had
their religious reformations, caused when the state was
ruled and governed by the church. Things went so far
as to exclude missionaries from these countries who were
not of the same faith as the governing power, through persecution and extortion. Mexico has been covered with innocent blood for three years past by the uprising in arms
of the suppressed, against the church thar governs in that
country. It will not have peace until the church power is
repudiated by the btate, the people at large.
What has transpired in other countries, is not inevitable here. It will not come to this point for many years,
but it works gradually, at the same rate as the decaying
of a tree. There is wholly no reason why it should come
to this stage in this country where the constitution provides specifically that church and state must remain separate. The public school is no place for religious text books
in this or any other state and their introduction will not be
received with a welcome. The church has other functions
to perforin than ruling a worldly government.

the negroes
and welded them upon our daughters.
broken the shackles

off

The Chain-Ganof Civilization.
A million women In bondage in the
of
southern fields form the chain-gan-

civilization the Industrial tragedy
of the age. There Is no overseer quite
ao cruel aa that of unrestrained greed,
no whip-thstings like the laah of
suborned destiny, and no auctioneer's
block quite so revolting aa that of organized avarice.
The president of the Vnlted States
was recently lauded by the press, and
very properly so, for suggesting mediation between the engineers and railroad managera In adjusting their
schedule of time and pay. The engineers threatened to strike If their
wages were not Increased from approximately ten to, eleven dollars per
day and .service reduced from ten to
eight hours and a similar readjustment of the overtime schedule.
Our
women are working In the field, many
of them barefooted, for less than 50
cents per day. and their schedule la
the rising sun and the evening star,
and after the day's work is over they
milk the cows, slop the hogs and rock
the baby to sleep. Is anyone mediatCAPITAL PUNISHMENT
ing over their problems, and to whom
they threaten a strike?
is an uncommon occurrance that eleven persons are shall
Congress has listened approvingly
hanged the same day at the same penitentiary, but this is to those who toll at the forge and bethe counter, and many of our
what is going to happen at Florence penitentiary in Ari- hind
statesmen have smllpd at the threats
zona, December 19. Thegoverhor of that state attempted and have fanned the flame of unrest
among
laborers. Rut womto have capital punishment abolished but the people voted en are Industrial
aa surely the final victims of
industrial warfare as they are the
for the retention of that law at the recent election.
burden-bearerIn the war between naSeveral states have abolished the capital punishment tions, and those who arbitrate and
sentenc- mediate the differences between capisystem and inaugurated a substitute therefore,-thtal and labor should not forget that
ing to life penal servitude. Other states are fast falling in when the expenses of any Industry are
unnecessarily Increased, society foots
line with the modern idea of punishment to violators.
the bill by drafting a new consignment
But be that as it may, there is no good authority that of women from the home to the field.
either one of the two systems have proven the most lawful Pinch no Crumb From Women'a Crust

Jt

s

e

of Bread.
No financial award can be made
without someone footing the bill, and
we commend to those who accept the
responsibility of the distribution of Industrial justice, the still small voice of
the woman in the field as she pleads
for mercy, and we beg that they pinch
no crumb from her cmst of bread or
put another patch upon her ragged

way to eliminate crime of the worst nature. Capital punishment is needed in such places where society is in grave
danger of the loss of life at the hands of illiterates, who
perpetrate ignominious crimes in utter ignorance of the
lawful punishment to which they are subject. This law
and its execution is as necessary as the law to protect the
wild game of the unsettled districts.
There are those who are inebriated with criminal intentions to such a degree that kindness has no impression
upon their minds, and capital punishment is the one law
tnat can and does check crime toa very large extent. At
the bottom of it all lies the one concrete fact that no one
need be amenable to this law who resorts to the courts in
time before his ire is aroused to the stage where the Others
blood should trickle trom the veins of a lifeless body.

garments.

they listen to the
scream of horror from the eagle on
every American dollar that Is wrung
from the brow of tolling women and
hear the Goddess of Justice hiss at a
verdict that Increases the want of
woman to aatlsfy the greed of man.
The women behind the counter anil
In the factory cry aloud for sympathy
and the presa thunders out 1n their
defense and the pulpit pleada for
mercy, but how about' the woman In
the field? Will not these powerful
exponents of human rights turn their
talent, energies and Influence to her
relief? Will the Goddess of Liberty
enthroned at Washington hold the calloused h..nd and soothe the feverish
brow of her sex who sows and rears
the natlon'a harvest or will she permit
the male of the speclea to shove
women weak and weary from the
bread-linof Industry to the back alleys of poverty?
Women and Children First.
The census enumerators tell ua that
of the 1,514,000 women who work In the
fields as farm hands 409.000 are
yeara of axe and under. What is
the final destiny of a nation whose fu
ture mothers spend their glrlhooo tlavn
behind the plow, pitching hay and
hauling manure and witat Is to become
of womanly culture and refinement
that grace the home, charm society
ind enthuse, man to leap to glory In
noble achievements If our daughters
are ralaed In the society of the ox and
the companionship of the plow?
In that strata between the ages of
are 950,000 worn
sixteen and forty-fiven working as farm handa and many
of them with suckling babea tagging at their breasts, aa drem-hein perspiration, they wield the scythe
and guide the plow. What la to be
come of that nation where poverty
breaka the crowns of the queens of
the home; despair hurls a mother's
low- from Its throne and hunger drives
Innocent children froi.-- . the school) oom
to the hoe?
The census bureau shows that 155.
000 of theae women are forty-fivyeara of age and over. There ia no
more pitiful sight In civilisation than
theae saintly mothera of Israel stooped
with age, drudging In the field from
aun until aun and at night drenching
their dingy pillows with the tears of
deapalr as lU'r aching hearta take
it all to Uod In prayer
Civilization
e

It is a capital idea of Supt. of Public Instruction A.
N. White to use his influence in having free text books in
the public schools of the state. This system is used in
many states with success and great advantage.

aix-tee-

When other state papers never lose an opportunity to
play up their county superintendents, it is no more than
justice to the Colfax superintendent, Mrs. Lockard. that
a few hoquets are strewn her wav. She's a pippin.
Somehow it makes a difference whose ox is gored in a
paper, and those who cannot lear investigation make the
big noise when their corns are stepped on.

e

In order to restrain our impulses this paper will not
publiHh a communication which it received this week from'
one who was touched in the solar plexus.
i

The man who never made a mistake never made anything. But at that some mistakes are certainly avoidable.
Perhaps the navy will be placed at Vera Cruz again
when Villa grabs Carranza by the whiskers ih earnest.

w

oke bread with
me unto me all
heavy laden and

mm

will five yon rcKt."
Oh. America! The land of the (roe
and the home of the brave, the
of chivalry,
the
world'a custodian
champion of human rights and the defender of the oppressed shall we permit our maidens fair to be torn from
the heart list on by the ruthless hand
of destiny and chained to the plow?
Shall we permit our faithful wives,
w hom we covenanted with Ood to cherish and protect, to be hurled from the
home to the harvest field, and our
mothera dear to be driven from the old
arm chair to the cotton patch?
In rescuing our citizens from the,
forces of civilization, can we not apply
o our fair Dixieland the rule of the
aea "women and children first?"
There must be a readjustment of
the wage acale of Industry so that the
women 'an be taken from the field or
given a reasonable wage for her aerv- Icee. Perhaps the Issue has never been
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fairly raised, but the Farmers' TJnlon
with a membership of ten million, puts
its organized forces squarely behind
the lasue and we now enter upon the
docket of civilization the case of "The
Woman In the Field" and demand an
Immediate trial.
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Writer Gives Graphic Picture of Bayonet Charge Germana, Scota and
Britons Fall Side by Side In

writing Papers, Manuscript Covers
and Blank Legal Forms

Bloody Charge.
In the North of France. The initial
effort of the massed German strength
to tear their way through the allies'
lines at Yprea and thus drive In the
opening wedge by which their sweep
of the French coast was to be made
possible was broken by one of the
dismoat superb and
plays of heroism ever attempted by a
body of soldiers.
The attack opened with a terrific
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and la responsible for the remarkable effectiveness of the
aiege guns that reduced the
forta at IJege and other cltiea la the
startling atory going the rounds of
semiofficial circle in Washington and

MATKIN

SUPPLY COM'Y

New York.
This device, it was aald. would do
away with rifling inside big guns and
greatly lengthen their lives, aa It la
the wearing out of the rifling that
makes large guna uaeleas after 20. 60

or

100

Undertakers
Carry a full line of
COFFINS an o CASKETS

ahots.

The atory la that the aecreta of the
invention were stolen and sold to the
German general ataff at the outset of
the great war.

Merlin.
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Stops Extortion.
To, huaband the reaources

NOTICE.
of the empire and prevent extortion
All
uespaumg
in the W. S. Pasture in
when the supplies diminish aa an inevitable result of the war, the federal Colla county, whether lor the pu'pose of
council, or bundearat, haa fixed a acale buntinK. tithing, pulling wild fruit, or cutof maximum prices for all cereals ting (ire wood, or for any purpose whatsoThe price of wheat U highest, with ever, without leave, ia strictly prohibited
rye next.
and all trespauers will be prosecuted to
the lull extent ol the law.
They're Not "Cofdstream."
(Signed)
WILLIAM FKKNCH.
London. A correspondent writing
for W S Land A Cattle Co.
to one of the papers aaya:
"Don't talk about 'Coldatreama.' It
quite wrong They .are the 'Coldstream guarda' or the 'ColflMreatnera.
1 bad
this from one ot their officer,
We offer One Hundred Dollars
and ha was very Insistent about It--'
,

1

Thought He'd Try.
London. A
'uati v
been out of work for nine in
piled for a slice ol
KM re
New York That the English gov- When told he could scarcely
ernment baa under consideration a his loss of wtfrk to the war, h
device, the Invention of Americana, to cheerfully. "Oh weel, I did
t i
l
give shells a rotary motion before they I wad get onything
leave the gun and that the secret al- wad ste If there wis ouytiii
ready haa beeu stolen and sold to Uer- - about. I'm no cario ."
American Device, Sold to England,

Trunks,
-

a

d

-

I ware.

fire behind them to give them cover,
but soon they had advanced pasithe
range of safety at which the French
gunners might fire without hitting the
charging llrte of Britons.
The Germans came on at a steady
tread. In numbers that It seemed must
ngulf the two linea charging down
upon them.
Then came the clash. It was cold
ateel from the moment they struck
Thrusting, recoiling, parrying, coun-

way.
They fell side by side, the Germans,
the ScnU and the gallant Britons,
those behind trampling them, but still
(hey rose and fought again until the
"dresBed" German line resembled a
mob. Confusion spread through tho
German ranks. Panic seemed to have
aelzed them, and they "milled," losing
all sense of direction, knowing only
that a horde of demons had been
turned loose In their midst and bad
fight.
made It a
The German charge waa broken, for
no front could extricate Itself from
auch a turmoil in the face of the
trem-l.esand the Germans were forced
to retire to
Reserves were brought up to fill the
gap where the brave Scota and the
gallant Britons had gone out to their
mission of death, and the line again
was In a position to hold.
In acattered twoa and threes shattered twos and threes the Guards
and the Scota found their lines. But
the two regimenté were done. If they
had broken the German advance they
had given their lives to do it. Not a
small company was left of the two

Clothing, Dry

. muiré, carpets, uiass itiina, war
wooden and

They roUed pell mell down

hand-to-han-

in Boots, Shoes,

Goods, Notions, Hats, Hillinery,

the approach to the trenches and when
they scrambled fo their feet there
one
were two regiments of them
Scottish and a regiment of the guards.
They formed quickly, with bayonets
fixed, and went down Into the center of
the gray line of advancing Germans,
yelling a battle cry that was
They charged like demons.
The artillery of the alllea opened

tering and thruating again, the Scots
and the guards fought their man
giving back before the steady
presa of Teutons, but fighting all the

Sec-tion- al

Typewriter Supplies, Oils, Ribbons,
Brush es, etc., Carbons and Type

Battle.

bomb-proof-

Improved

Book Cases and Unifiles

n

cannonade against the British positions Shells tore in, shrieking and
bursting m a mad tumult of death,
scarring the British trenches, blasting
through
and making an
Inferno of the allies' position.
I'nder Cover of the furious artillery
fire the German columns started to
advance at the double. Rank upon
rank, regiment upon regiment, tney
loomed through the amoke held low-aa screen by the dense fog that prevailed.
The word passed along the
British tienches that this waa the su
preme effort of the derman advance.
While the flrat line was setting itself firm to withstand the shock of
the fierce Impact they knew was coming, a great wave of Britons boiled
up and over the edge of the British
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guaranteed product, it Hows freely, does not gum
made for a high and drv climate, "it's All Write."
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Mad Tumult of Death in
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We beg that

With the Turk in the war, Russia stands a very slim
chance of adding the Bosphorus to her important waterways. Russia has had one eye peeled for this channel for
several centuries. It would give her a splendid waterway
the year round and increase her ocean traffic.

six-colum-

and their only

I

OVER A MILLION AND A HALF
WOMEN WORK AS FARM HANDS
IN THE UNITED STATES.

.

The paper that would please all would be a
quarto blank sheet and there would be nothing in it.
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Revenue Tax of 1105,000,000
Levied Beer Bears Brunt of
Burden.
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CONGRESS DECREES DOLLARS IN
DULQINQ IN LUXURIES MUST
FIRST SALUTE THE FLAG.

0.

l
and

Building.
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Congress has levied a war tai ot
105.00.(H0 to offset a' similar amount
of loss on Import revenue due to the
European disturbances and of this
amouVit
Is
beer
the
heaviest
contributor, having been assessed approximately $60,000.000; a stamp tax on
negotiable Instruments, it Is estimated,
will yield $31,000.000;
a tax on the
capital stock of banka of 14,300.000
and a tax on tobacco, perfumes, thea
ter tickets, etc.. makes the remainder.
Congress, has decreed that the
brewer, the banker and the Investor
most shoulder the musket and march
to the front; that milady who would
add to her beauty must first tip Unela
8am, and a dollar that seeks pleasure
muat first salute the flag; that Pleasure and Profit the twin heroes of
many wars shall light the nation's
battles and by an Ingeniously arranged schedule of taxation congress
haa shifted the war budget from the
shoulders of Necessity to those of
Choice and Oaln, touching In Its
various ramifications almost every line
of business.
All hall the dollar that bleeds for
Its country; that bares Its breaat to
the fortunes of war and risks Its life
to preserve the stability and Integrity
of the nation's credit.
The market place has always been
a favorite stand for war revenue collectors. The trader ia a great financial patriot Ills dollar Is the first to
rally around thestar-spanglebanner
and the last to Bear the coo of the

Pater Radford

Lecturer National Farmers' Union.
The church, the press and the achool
form a triple alliance of progreaa that
guides the destin of every coramuu
Ity. state and nation.
Without them
civilisation would wither aud die and
through them lire may attain ita great-esblessing, power and knowledge
The farmers of this nation are greatly
Indebted to this aoclal triumvirate for
their uplifting influence, and on Lehall
of the American plowmen 1 want to
thank those engaged In these high
callings for their able and efficient
service, and I shall offer to the press
a scries of articles on
between these important influences'
and the farmers in the hope of increasing the efficiency of all by mutual understanding and organized effort. We will take up, first, the rural
'
church.
The Farmera Are Great Church Build
era.
The American farmer Is the greatest
church builder the world has ever
known.
He Is the custodian of the
nation's morality; upon his shoulders
rests the "ark of the coveuunt" anl
he is more responsive to religious influences than any other class of citizenship.
The farmers of this nation have

built 120,000 churches at a
$750.000.000, and the annual

coBt

dove of peace. He Is called upon to
buy cannon; to feed and clothe the
boys In blue and each month cheer
their hearts with the coin of the
realm. Men can neither be free nor
brave without food and ammunition.
And money Is as Important a factor
Many monuments
In war as blood.
have been erected in honor of heroes
slain In battles, poems have been written eulogising their noble deeds and
the nation honors Its soldiers while
they Uve and places a monument upon
their graves when they die, but very
little has been said of the dollar that
beara the burdens of war.
Honor to the Dollar that Bears the
Burdens of War.
All honor to the dollar that answers the call to arms and. when
the battle Is. over, bandages the
wounds of stricken soldiers, lays a
wreath upon the graves of fallen
heroes and cares for the widows and

MM
Kim ball's

DairyFarme

HI

a

a

tobacco, $103.000.000; ugar,
$15,500.000;
$54,000,000; silks
$3.837.000; milliner v. $2,479,-000- ;
fura. $2,024.000 and automobiles.
We collect $65,000.000 of
$870,000.
Internal and custom revenue annually
and $460,000,000 of this amount classl-fieaa luxurlea, and to thla amount
i we should add the $100,000.000 war tax
now levied.
The war tax la Immediately effective. Tramp! Tramp! Tramp! the
a

Industries are marching $100,000,000
strong and beneath the atarry flag
they will fill the treasury again while
they shout, "Hurrah for Uncle 8am!"
In every
human activity the
demand for more competent men and
women la growing every day. Especially ao In agriculture.
tleld-- of

Home pride ia a mighty valuable aa
aet, and the farmer who haa none Is
carrying a heavy handicap on the
road to succeaa.
Work ta the aalve that heala the
wounded heart

ebria.
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institutions approximates $200.000.000
per annum The farmera of the Dttl
ted Slates build Ti churches per day.
There are 20,000.000 rural church com
munlcants on the farm, and M per
cent of the total membership of all
churches reside in the country.
The farm Is the power-housof all
progress and the birthplace of all that
Is noble.
The Garden of Eden was
In the country and the man who would
get close to Ood must first get close
to nature.
The Functions of a Rural Church.
If the rural churcheB today are going to render a service which this age
demands, there must be
between the religious, Bocial and economic life of the community.
The church to attain its fulleat measure of success must enrich the Uvea
of the people in the community it
servís, it must build character; develop thought and Increase the efficiency
of human Ufe. It must serve the social, business and intellectual, as well
aa the spiritual and moral aide of life
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and natlona and the farmer haa been
urged to produce recklessly and withu i
out reference to a market, and regardless of the demands of the consumer.
Back to the Soli.
GREATEST PROBLEM
The city people have been urging
each other to move back to the farm,
but very few of them have moved.
WE ARE LONG ON PRODUCTION,
e welcome our city cousins back to
SHORT ON DISTRIBUTION.
the soil and thla earth'a aurface contains 16,092,160,000 idle aerea of tillable land where they can make a
living by tickling the earth wtth a
By Peter Radford
forked stick, but we do not need thera
Union.
Lecturer Notional Karnura'
so far aa increasing production 1b cono(
farm
The economic distribution
cerned ; We now have all the producera
producto ib today ihe world's greateat we can uae. The city man haa very
problem and the war, while It baa erroneoua Ideas of agricultural condibrought ita hardships, has clearly em- tions. The commonly accepted theoiy
phasized the importance of distribu- that we are ahort on production la all
tion as a factor in American agricul- wrong Our annual Increase In proture and promises to give the farm-er- duction far exceeds that of our Inthe co operation of the governcrease In population.
ment and the business men the
The World aa a Farm.
eolution of (Heir marketing problem.
Taking
the world as one big farm,
This 'result will, In a raouaure, com- we find two billion acres of land In
the
losses,
for
war
our
pénsate us for
cultivation. Of this amount there la
business interests and government approximately 750,000,000 aerea on the
alhave been In the inalu assisting
western and 1,260,000.000 aerea on the
most exclusively on the production eaatem hemiaphere. In cultivation.
side of agriculture. While the depart- Thla estimate, of courae, doea not Inment of agriculture has been dumping clude grazing lands, forests, etc.,
tons of literature on the farmer telling where large quantities of meat are
him how to produce, the farmer haa produced.
been dumping tons of producía in the
The world'a annual crop approxinatlon'a garbage can for want of a mates fifteen billion bushels of cemarket.
reals, thirteen billion pounds of fibre
The World Will Never Starve.
and sixty five million tona of meat.
The average annual world crop for
At no time since Adam and Eve
were driven from the Oarden of MM the past Ave years, compared wtth the
have the inhabitants of thla world previous five yeara. la aa follows
Previous lair
Past Half
suffered from lack of production, but
Decade.
Crops
Decade.
some people have gone hungry from
the day of creation to this good hour Corn (Hu.) 8.984.174.000 8.403.6B1..0OO
3,257,626 009
for the lack of proper distribution. Wheat! Hu .) 3,522,769.000
Slight variations In production have Oata Un i 4.120.017,000 8,508,315.000
17,541,200
Cotton (Ralea) 19,863.800
forced a change In diet and one localThe world allows an average Inity has felt the pinch of want, while
another surfeited, but the world a a crease In cereal production of 13 per
urganlzed farmera.
cent during the paat decade, compared
whole has ever been a land of plenty.
of with the previous five yeara, while th
h
We now have less than
the tillable land of the earth's aurface world's population shows an Increase
under cultivation, and we not) only of only three per cent.
The gain In production far exceeds
have this surplus area to draw on but
It la safe to estlmnte that in caae of that of our increase In population, and
Quickest Way to Brr"n
the earth'a it la aafe to eatlmate that the farmer
dire necessity
London
All automobile up- rl
population could at the present time can easily Increase production 25 per
iiurpore
emit!"
bear" tM "
knock their living out of (he trees cent If a remunerative market can he
'The quickest rctt . to Berlin ll
In textile
of the foreat, gather It from wild found for the producta.
Wlmbl 'di n
other '
lnea and draw it from Btruama. No fibres the world abowa an lncreaae
one should become alarmed; the during the ua Half decade In nrodur-tio- n
of 15 par eant against a populaOver production and crop mortgage world will never starve.
tion
Increase of three per cent.
alwaya
comfeared
consumer
ruinous
The
Into
h.s
force the farmers
The people of thla nation should
petition with each other. The remedy that the producer would not aupply
address themselves to the subject of
him and his fright haa fouud exprés-aiol:es In organization and iu
on the statute booka of our states Improved faollltlea for distribution
in marketlug.
a

i

one-tent-

Maeterlinck Telia of Minea.
Maeterlinck, the
Paria. Maurice
Relglan author, In a algned article iu
the Figaro, reviewing the phases of
the war In Belgium, still expresaes
fear for the fate of the Grand place
(market place) the Hotel de Vllle (the
town ball) and the cathedral of Hrus-seitie aaya he ia certain aud kuo. lr mi a aure personal soun e that the)
have been mined, and that only a
Kliark la needed to reduce them to

Clubs

On account of the splendid contract we have made with the publishers of these magazines, we are able to give our readers a
choice of any one of the clubs in combination with our paper one year for $2.00. Just 25c more than the price of our paper alone.
This offer is made to everybody. If you have never subscribed to our paper before, we ask you to take advantage of this offer.
If you are a subscriber to our paper we ask you to renew so that you too, may get 3 magazines extra. Look over the list and select
the club you like best. Send your order today or give your order to our representative or call at our office when in town. If you
are now a subscriber to any of these magazines and want to renew just aend your order to as and we will have your subscript! on
extended. If your subscription to our paper ia past due, we advise you to pay up and take advantage of this bargain. If you are in
the habit of buying your magazines through other channels, we ask you to justly compare our clubs and prices with that of any
other offer you receive. You, no doubt, are now a subscriber to some of these periodicals. You can save money by sending your
renewal order to us. Here is a chance to get your home paper and a yearly supply of good reading at a real bargain. If you want
one or more of these magazines sent to different addresses, just mention it.

Woman's World

contrlbu

If religion does not make a man more
capable, more useful and more Just,
what good la It? We want a practicul
religion, one we can live by and farm
by. as well aa die by.
Fewer and Better Churchea.
Bleaaed la that rural community
which baa but oue place of worship.
While competition 1b the Ufe of trade.
It 1b death to the rural church and
moral starvation to the community.
Petty aecturianlam Is a scourge thai
blights the life, and the church prejudice saps the vitality, of many com
commute
munitles. An
lty U a crime against religion, a serious handicup to society and a úseles
tax upon agriculture.
While denominations are essential
the
and church pride commendable,
high teaching of universal Cbrlatlanity
must prevail If the rural church Is to
fulfill Its mission to agriculture.
We frequently have three or 'our
churchea in a community which Is not
able to adequately support one. Small
congregations attend services once u
month arid all fall to perform the r
Ugioua functions of the community
The division of rellgiuus forces and
the breaking Into fragments of moral
efforts is ofttlmea little less than a
calamity and defeats the very purpose
they seek to promote.
The evils of too many churches can
The
be minimized by
social and economic life of a rural
community are respective units and
cannot be successfully divided by denominational linea, and the churches
can only occupy this Important field
and
by
The efficient country church will
definitely serve Its community by leading In all worthy efforts at community
building. In uniting the people In all
endeavors for the general welfare of the community and In
aroualng a real love for country life
and loyalty to the country home and
theae reaulta can only be auccesafully
accomplished by the united effort of
the preaa, the school, the church and

SEVERAL

leading publish- - rs of magazines have joined with us in one of the greatest subscription
ever put out in this country. Through this combination everybody will be able to get a

yearly subscription to three magazines in combination with our weekly paper at practically the price
t In this list you will find forty different periodicals formed into thirty-fiv- e
different
clubs. Each club has 3 magazines, except one Special Club which has four magazines; some of these magazines sell for as much as $1 a year. They are all good and cover a large variety of choice reading matter,
including History, Music, Religion, Education, Fashions, Fancy Needlework, Illustrated Current Events,
Home Decorations, Fiction, Literature, Drama, Art, Science, Inventions, General Farming, Dairy Farming,
Live Stock, Vegetables, Fruit and Poultry.
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orphans.
All honor to the industries that
bend their backs under the burdens
of war; lift the weight from the shoul-derof the poor and build a bulwark
around the nation's credit.
A1 honor to those who contribute
to the necessities and administer to
the comforts of the boys who are
marching: cool the fever of afflicted
soldiers and kneel with the crOBS beside dying heroes.
A dollar may fight Its competitor In
business, industries may struggle for
supremacy in trade and occupations
may view each other with envy or
suspicion, but when the bugle calls
they bury atrife and rally around the
flag, companions and friends, mess
mates and chums, all fighting for one
flag, one cause and oné country.
The luxuries in life have alwaya
In govbeen the great burden-bearerfew of
ernment. We will mention
them giving the annual contributions
to the natlon'a treasury: Liquor,

0ur Paper and Any One of These

of our paper alone.

tlon of the nation toward all church

d

$2.
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AVISO.

NOTICE

El trespasar dentro del pasteo del W. S.
en el Candado de Colfax con la mira d
yaza, pezca, recoger fruta silvestre o cor-tmaeera seca o para cualesquieraotroe
fin sin permiso: se prohibe est rictament
s
c equellos que asi traspasarenseran
al lleno de la ley.
WILLIAM FRENCH,
Por (Primado)
la Compnaia de Reces del W. S.

Is hereby given that the property of the
URRACA RANCH as defined by a deed
recorded July Si St, 1910, in the office of
the Recorder of Colfax county, New Mexico, on pages 478 and following from Stanley McCormick to Geo. H. Webster, Jr.,
has been created a Game and Pish Preserve under licenses issued by the State
Game Warden oi New Mexico, on July
nth, 191 j, for a period or tea 10 years.
Under said license, all game quadrupeds,
NOTICE
game birds and ame fish become the property of Ihe owner and no fishing or hum-ion said Urraca Ranch will be permitAll trespassing on the Urraca Ranch ted under full penalty of law, without
property, in Colfax county, whether for the written permission from tbe owner or his
purpose of hunting, fishing, gathering wild authorized sgent.
fruit or cutting fire wood or any other purNo hunting permits will be ispose whatsoever, without permission, is
sued during the year 1014.
trictlv prohibited, and all such trespasGeo. H. Webster, Jr.
sers will be prosecuted to the full extent
of ihe law.
Geo. 1!. Webster, Jr.
prose-cutado-

.

AVISO.

Corporation Com.
Helps Swell The
War Revenue Fund
The state corporation

commis-

sion will indirectly contribute

El trespasar sobre la propriedad del
rancho de la Urraca, en el Condado de
Colfax sea y a con el fia de cazar peican o
recoger fruta silvestre o cortar lena oi otro
Un cualesquiera
sin permiso a prohibe
Y todos aquellas quienes
astrietsmeote.
traspasaren serán prosoculadoe al pleuo
estenio de la ley.
Geo. H. Webster, Jr.

sev-er-

huodred dollars annually to
the war revenue tax. It has been
decided tbat all certificates issued
Grand Hotel
by tbe commission will be subject
under the new law, to a tax of ten
cents each. Tbe commission yearly issues from 4,000 to 5,000 cer- The Grand Hotel has been
tificates authorizing agents of inand in the future
surance companies to transact busroom will be condining
the
iness in the state, and corporation
and other certificates issued annual- ducted at the game old rates.
ly add a thousand or more to tbe Hoard $5.25:
with room $7
total. Both tbe commission and
Good Meals Clean Beds
tbe atto.ney general's office bold
tbat tbe certificates will bave to be
stamped.
Re-Open-

ed

re-ope-

Mrs. S. Smith
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The Land of Broken Promises
A Stirring Story
of the Mexican
Revolution
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Continuad.

It!" he announced,
aa the ramble turned Into a roar; but
the roar crew louder, there waa a
craab aa the tracks struck a curre,
swung
and then a great metal ore-ca- r
round the point, rode up high as It
hit the rererse and, speeding by as if
hot from a catapult, swept through
the yard; smashed into a freight car,
and leaped, car and all. Into the creek.
"They're sneaked my derallert" eald
the roadmaster, starting on a ran for
the shops. "Who'll go with me to put
In another one? Or well loosen a rail
on the curre that'll call for no more
than a clawhar and a wrench!"
"Ill gol" volunteered Bud and the
man who stood guard, and aa startled
alee pen roused up on every side and
ran toward the scene of the wreck
they dashed down the hill together and
threw a handcar on the track.
Then, with what tools they could
get together, and a spare derailer on
the front, they pumped madly up the
canyon, holding their breaths at every
curre for fear of what they might see.
if there was one runaway car there
was another, for the rebele were be
ginning au attack.
Already on the ridges above them
they could hear the crack of rifles, and
jet or two of dust made it evident
that they were the mark. But with
three strong men at the handles they
made the handcar Jump. The low bills
They rounded a
fled behind thorn.
point and the open track lay before
them, with something
"Jump!" shouted the roadmaster,
and as they tumbled down the bank
they beard a crash behind them and
their handcar was knobked Into kind'Now she strike

ling wood.
It was a close call for all three
men, and there bad beeb hut an in-

stant between them and death, a
death by the most approved fighting
methods of the revolutionist, methods
which kept the fighters out of hsrm's
way.
"Now up to the track!" the roadmaster panted, ae the dentroyer swept on
down the line. "Find some tools
we'll take out a rail!"
With frantic eagerness he tolled up
the till and attacked a
and
Hud and the young guard searched the
hillside for tools to help with the work.
They fell to with sledge and clawbar,
tapping off nuts. Jerking out spikes,
and heaving to loosen the rail and
then once more that
something loomed up suddenly on the
fleh-plat-

swlft-movln-

track.
"Up tho hill!" commanded. the roadmaster, and as they scrambled Into a
gulch a wild locomotive, belching
moke and steam like a fire engine,
nt rushing paat them, struck the
loose rail, and leaped Into the creek
bed. A moment later, as it crashed
It way down to the water, there wa
an explosion that shook the bilis. They

would listen and clamored that It was

the bran.
But there was scant time to hold a
on No. 9, for on the sumridge, and overlooking
mit of a near-bthe black tank, the rebel had thrown
up a wall In the night, and from the security of this shelter they were industriously shooting up the town.
The smash of the first wild car had
been their signal for attack, and as
the explosion threw the defenders Into
confusion they made a rash to take
the tank. Here, aa on the day before,
waa stationed the federal garrison, a
cant twenty or thirty men In charge
of a hoy lieutenant.
Being practically out of ammunition
he did not stand on the order of hi
going, but aa his pelones pelted paat
the superintendent's house the reorganised miner, their belts stuffed with
cartridge
from their own private
stock, came charging up from the town
and rallied them in the rear.
Trained by American leaders they
were the only real fighting force to be
depended upon unless the American
themselves should take a hand in the
game, and that they could not do
without the possibility of serious International consequences, a chance
they could not take except as a last
resort to save the women and children
and themselves.
In a solid, shouting muss they swept
up the hill together, dropped down behind the defenses, and checked the astounded rebels with a rolley. Then
there was another
battle,
with every sign of war but the dead,
until at last, as the firing slackened
from the lack of cartridges, a white
flag showed on the ridge above, and
the leaders went out for a parley
one of those parleys so characteristic of Mexican revolutions, and
which In reality mean so little, for
both sides know that the words uttered are meaningless, and should one
of them ever result In a surrender the
term of that surrender would not be
regarded, once the rlctims were In the
hand of the victors.
I'roperly speaking, Del Rey waa In
command of the town, but neither the
federals nor the miners would recognize his authority and the leadership
went by default. While they waited to
hear the rebel demands the Americans
took advantage of the truce to bring
up hot food from the hotel, where Don
Juan de Dios stood heroically at hi
post. Let bullets come and go, Don,
Juan kept his cooks about him, and
to those who had doubted his valor bis
coffee was answer enough.
"W'y, my gracious, Mr. Hooker," he
railed, a Bud refreshed himself between trip, "ain't you going to take
any up to those women? Don't drink
eo much coffee now, but give It to the
men who fight!"
"Ump-um,- "
grunted Bud with a grin;
"they got a skinful of mescal already!
What they need Is another carload of
ammunition to help 'em shoot their
first rebel."
"I thought you said they wouldn't
fight!" twitted Don Juan. "This Is the
was telling
battle of Fortuna that
you about last week."
"Sure!" answered Bud, "and over
there Is the dead!"
He pointed to a riot of mescal bottles that marked the scene of the
eight's potation, and Don Juan gave
him up a hopeless.
"A pile of bottles usually repreaenl
the casualty list In a Mexican tight,"
added Bud aa Don Juan moved away.
But, Jest aa he would. Bud saw that
the situation was serious, for the foolhardy Sumirán
had already emptied
their cartridge-belts- ,
and their guns
were no better than clubs. I'nless the
rebels had been equally reckless with
their ammunition they had tha town at
their mercy, and the first thing that
they would demand would be the refugees In the big house
efor. that could be permitted the
Americans would probably take a
hand In the fight, tor, while the great
majority of the women In the house
were Mexican, there were a few
Americans, and tbey would be protected regardless of International complications
But (irada Aragón waa
not an American, and she could not
claim the protection of these countrypost-uorte-

y

long-rang-

Cvary Sign of War But ths Osad.
rouofeed behind the cut bank, and the
tree above them bowed suddenly to
the slash of an Iron hail.
"Dynamite!" cried tha roadmaster,
grinning triumphantly aa he looked
up after the shock; and when the fall
of fragments bad ceased, and tbey had
led aa If by Instinct from the place,
they struck bands ou their narrow escape. But back at the big house, with
very body giving tliaoka for their delivery from the powder train, the master mechanic raised a single voice of
protest. He knew the sound He
knew that dynamite had not been re
sponsible for the crash that smote tb
am of the amlou' listeners.
be yelled.
fura uot dynamite'
"Powder train be damned' It waa No.
!
She was sour as a distillery! She
sowed up. I tell Te she blowod up
when he hit the creek!"
And even after a shower of bulista
rreai the rMge had driven them all to
a vOtl ntahaU to those who

art

With hla papara Inside hi shirt aad trude. Bat If Gracia still remembered
a belt of gold around his waist there that she wa aa American girl at heart.
wa nothing left In Mexico for him. Mho forgot to show it to him. To all
Once on hi horse and headed for the ho was now the proud Spanish lady,
line and he could laugh at them all. thrown with the common people by
InGadsdea he could show title to tho sires of circumstance, but far
Kruger, he could gire answer for hla away from them In her thoughts.
The conference between the leader
trust and look the world In the eye.
It had been a long and strenuous dragged on and messengers came and
fight; a fight made against seemingly went with the nw then, after hours
Insurmountable odd; a fight that had of debate, It broke up suddenly In a
coat him much, but he had won. He row and the emissaries came back on
had proved the trust Kruger had the run. Eren at that they narrowly
placed In him, and It bad been a fight escaped,' for tbe rebel opeued lire
upon them from the ridge, and before
worth winning.
they could get back to cover the
Yes, be was a man now but hi
work waa not quite done. Up at the dandy, Manuel del Rey, received a bulbig house, with tbe screeching women let hole through the crown of his hat
round her, wa Gracia Aragón, and ' A grim smile flickered across Bud's
he owed her something for hla rough face aa be aaw the damage It had
word. To pay her for that he would wrought, for he knew that Amigo waa
stay. Whatever she aaked now he In the hill
and a bullet bot down
would grant It; and If worst came to hill goes high! Some trace of what
worst he would take her with him and was In hi mind must hare come to
make good hi promlae to Phil. H Del Rey aa he halted In the shelter of
had given hi word and that wa the bouse, for he regarded the Amerienough. Now he had only to wait.
can sternly as Aragón spoke rapidly
It would not be long, for the parley In his ear. But If they planned ven
would soon be orer, and If the coward geance between them the timea were
ly rurales surrendered the town to not right, for a rattle of arms came
the bandits he would make a break for from the lower town and the captain
the line and civilization with the girl. was up and away to marshal his men
It would be a bard ride, and alone he to the defense.
would have no fear of the results, but
So far In the siege Del Rey had kept
he would chance It even with the girl under cover, patrolling the street
rather than leave her.
and plaza and letting tbe volunteer
The boy lieutenant, tbe brother fight, but now the war had shifted to
Mendoza, the superintendent, and Man- hla territory and his rurales were runuel del Rey, all were out on the hill- ning like mad. For, matching treachside talking terms with Bernardo ery against deceit, the rebel leader
Bravo and bis chief. With the rebel had sent men around to ellp up near
It wa largely a bluff, since
the town and at the first fusillade from
had shown them to be short of tho hillside they came charging up
cartridges; but they had orer a thou- the creek
Then It waa that the
sand men massed along the ridges
and, with courage, could easily take rurales proved their worth. As the
rebels appeared in the open they ran
the town.
Bud knew that courage was the one to the outlying houses and, fighting
thing lacking. It was the one thing from the flat roofs, checked the
until the miners could come to
that waa always lacking In these Mexican fights. The Mexican bandit takes their aid.
But In the confusion another party
but little chance when he goes to war.
of rebels had rushed down tbe gulch
As for the Mendoza and their
miners, they were properly from the west, and while the fight was
chagrined at their waste of ammuni- going cn In tbe lower town tbey found
tion and swore by Santa Guadalupe to lodgment in a big adobe house. And
fight It out with hand grenades. Eren now for the first time there was fighte
as their leader wrangled the Mexican ing tn earnest the
fighting that Is seen at Its worst In
powder men were busily manufacturing bombs, and all the while the su- Mexico. While women screamed In
perintendent was glancing to the the casa grande and the Americans
south, for swift couriers had been sent paced to and fro on tbe hill, the boom
of a dynamite bomb marked the beginto Alvarez, the doughty Spanish
of the hot country, to beg ning of
If there was to be a casualty list In
him to come to their relief.
for battle of Fortuna,
this
Twice before Alvarez bad met the
rebels. Tbe first time he spoke them the time wa at hand when they could
well and, they ran off all his horses. begin counting the dead.
With a fearlessness born of long faThe second time he armed his Yaquis
and Yaqul Mayo rancheros against miliarity with explosive the Son o ran
valiantly with their
them and drove them from hla domain, miner advanced baking
powder cans
hand grenades
inflicting a sanguinary punishment
filled with dynamite and studded with
Since then he had been itching to
engage them In a pitched battle, and fulminating caps. Digging fiercely
through wall after wall they apwhen the word reached him he would
by tbe enemy
come. Two hundred and forty Yaquis, proached unpercelved
bomb, flung from a roof,
all armed with repeating rifles, would and the first
with wounded and
follow at hi back, and even with hla filled the adobe
dead.
boasted thousands Bernardo Braro
A dense pall of yellowish
smoke
could hardly withstand their ralor. So,
high above the town and, aa bomb
while the rebels parleyed, demanding rose
exploded and the yella
a ransom of millions and threatening after bomb was grew
louder with each
to destroy the town, tbe defenders of the miners
broke
argued and reasoned with them, success, the stunned Invaders
helter-skelte- r
cover
rushed
and
from
hoping to kill the time until Alvarez
up the gulch. Then there wa a prodishould arrive.
gious shouting from tbe Sonorans and
In the open space In front of the
more than one triumphant grenadier
house the refugees gathered In an anx- swung his can of giant powder by tho
ious group, waiting for messengers Bllns
and let It smash against the hill
from the front, and as Hooker walked In a terrific detonation.
umong them he was aware of the maIn the big house all was confusion.
lignant glance of Aragón. There were Soon the cheers of tbe defenders herother glances as well, for he bad won ald ' victory and. In pite of all effort
great favor with the ladle by ditching to restrain them, the wives of the
the powder train, but none from Gra- miners rushed Into the open to gase
cia or her mother.
upon the triumph of their menfolk.
Bud would not have admitted that
On tbe hilltops the Ineffective rebel
he resented this lack of appreciation riflemen rose ui from behind their
on the part of Gracia. In fact he hard- Btone wall to stare, until suddenly
ly knew that be did resent it, but be tbey, too, were seized with a panic and
watched anxiously for any sign of ap- ran to and fro like ants. Then, around
proval from this girl who waa to be the curve below tbe concentrator, a
his pardner's bride should he conduct tall man came dashing up --on a pare
her safely to the border.
white horse, and behind blm, charging
From tbe beginning the Señora Ara- a he charged, came the swarthy Yagón had treated him as a atranger, ac- qul of Airares, their new rifles gleam
cording to tbe code of her class, and Ing in the sun.
Hooker had never attempted to In
(TO BR CONTINUED.)

do he hurried down to the boti
again and was Just making a sack of
food fast to his saddle when he heard
a noise behind htm and turned to face
Aragón.
For two daya the
Don Cipriano had slunk about
like a sick cat. but now he wa headed
for Gracia' big roan, and the look In
hi eye betrayed his purpose.
"Where you going?" demanded
Hooker In English, and at the gruff
challenge the Spaniard stopped in hi
track. The old, hunted look came
back Into hi eye, he seemed to
shrink before the stern gase of tho
Texan, and, a the memory of hi paat
misdeeds came over him, he turned as
If to flee.
But there wa a smile, an amused
and tolerant smirk, about the American' mouth, and eren for that look
of understanding the harried haclen-dad- o
seemed to thank him. He wa
broken now, thrown down from hi
pedestal of arrogance and conceit, and
aa Hooker did not offer to shoot him
at Bight he turned back to him like a
lost dog that seek but a kind word.
Bud knew that Aragón wa entirely
at hi mercy, that fear had clutched
tbe once arrogant Spaniard by the
throat, and It waa almost worth the
anxiety he felt for this man' daughter to see the father cowed. Aragón
once-haugh- ty
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reot Result of Catehlng Cold.
Nothing could be of greater rltal
Interest to the family than to know
how to avoid catching cold.

C0LD8 THAT KILL
If It he trac, aa on famous doctor
ays, that catching cold can be
arolded. think what It means. Two-thir- d
of the sickness that now oppresses the people would be arolded.
Serious Interference with business.
The anguish of anxious parent. The
blasting of many brilliant dream.
All these thing would be largely

done away with If people knew how
Catching
to arold catching cold
cold la a very common experience tn
People hare
numerous households.
come
boiler, that there I no way

to arold It
CAN BE AVOIDED.
People are taught In the "III of
Life" how to avoid ths ceaseless
drain that catching cold make upon
the vital organs Get It and read It
and Judge for yourselves of It value
and practicability. It I Issued by
the Parana Co., of Columbus. Oblo.

In Bostsn.
your busband cut hi
friend with acerbity?"
"No, mum, wld a ra rah."

It Happened

"Did

fat

Ten smiles for a nickel. Always buy Red
Cross Bag Blue; hsve beautiful, cleai
white clothe. Adv.

Lots of the mistakes of married life
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Sprains.Bruises
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Stiff Muscles
Sloan's Liniment will save
hours of suffering.
For bruise
or sprain it pvi'i instant relief.
It arrests inflammation and thus
prevents more serious troubles
developing. No need to rub it
in it act at once, instantly
relieving the pain, however
severe it may be.
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Here's Proof

Charle Jetmum. P. O. Bam IOS. Lav
Ion Station, jv. X.. mlét: "I sprained
niv ankle and dialoc ateu my left hip by
falling out of a third atory window ail
months aso. I went on crutches for four
months, then I started to uaa aoass of
your Liniment, according to your directions, and I muat aay that it is helping
me wonderfully.
I threw my crutches
sway. J Only used two bottles oí your

house-to-hous-

Liniment and now I am walking auite
well with one cane. I never will be with
out Bloan s Liniment.
All Dnko, IS.

hand-to-han-

long-looke-

"I'm Going to Get Those Papers "
crawled closer to Bud as If for the
protection he could not get from his
own people.
"Ah, senor!" he whined, "your pardon! What?" as he sighted the sack
of meat "you are going, too? Ah. my
friend" his eyes lighted up suddenly
at the thought "let me ride wi n you!
1 will
pay you yes, anything but If
Bernardo Bravo take me be will hang
me! He has sworn it!"
"Well, you got it coming to you!"

answered Hooker heartlessly.
"But I will pay you well!" pleaded
Aragón. "I will pay you " He paused
aa if to consider what would tempt
him and then suddenly he raised hi
head.

It you wish above every"What
thing?" he questioned eagerly. "Your
title to tbe mine no? Bien! Take
me to the line protect me from my
enemies- - and the papers are your!"
"Have you got them with you?" Inquired Hooker with businesslike directness.
"No, but can get them!" cried Aragón, forgetful of everything but his
desire to escape. "1 can get tbem
while you saddle my horse!"
"Where?" demanded Hooker craft1

1

ily.

Sand four cents tn stamp
TRIAL BOTTLE

Dr. Earl S. Sloan, Inc.
Dept. &

Philadelphia, Pa.

SLOAN'S
LINIMENT

Salesmen Wanted
This Inaludns tho

If you know of soy parlies who may b
tod lo tb purchase of a piano or plater
piano, write as and wo will tak their order
or toll yuu how to take It,
We will say them money and pay yon for
services and you should make a alee
Íour turn for Xuiaa spending-- money.
The Steloway, Steok, Sturreaaot, Stroud,
Wheel. wk sod the famous Weber "Pianola"
I'lanos, and Fischer, Henry F. Miller, Milton,
es

the agente mineral!" answered Aragón. "I have a great deal
of influence with blm, and "
"Bastante!" exploded Bud In a voice
which made Aragón jump. "Enough!
If you can get tbem, 1 can! And we
shall see, Senor Aragón, wbetber this
pistol of mlue will not give me some
Influence, too!"
"Then you will take them?" faltered
Aragón as Hooker started to go. "You
.
fK"jBaaí2Sgi5?JÍ C?lrAVss. swT"."-- '
aT5HSaB
will take them and leave me for Bernardo Bravo to "
"Listen, senor!" exclaimed Hooker,
halting and advancing a threatening
m
mBWFOBOSBOjre"",,- SEaaSBBEBÑvSSSBaBSBW
forefinger. "A mau who can hire four
men to do bis dirty work needs no
protection from me. You understand
w
ssar
that no? Then listen again. I am
If I hear
going to get those papers
a word from you I will send you to
Join your four men."
and ha plenty to say. Thea
PHASE OF MARRIED LIFE all smiles
He touched his gun as be spoke and ONE
he 1 a cordial companion.
He Is
strode out Into tbe open, where be
changed man. And the same It would
Probably
Most
Unhapplnesa
beckoned tbe mineral agent from tbe Seeming
be with the woman. Now, don't misinOu
to tack of Something to
A word In his ear and they
crowd.
terpret the scene. When that man and
Talk About.
went down tbe hill together, while Don
wife get back borne they drop their
men of hi.
Then,
Clprtauo watched from above.
trolley manners and act sensibly and
e
marof
The possession of the towu; tb
eternal
the
Is
it
as they turned into the office. Aragón
lovingly again. Mad he would Just
ttruie of tbe defenders; food, clothing spat out a curse and went to seek ried lif that most critics of that blissaa likely be mad at the evening star
It
From
with.
to ride none of these
fault
and horse
find
ful condition
Manuel del Rey.
or a bush full of roses. But yoa
sidull,
sodden
They would dewould satisfy them
and
spring boredom
wouldn't think It on the trolley. Now
Therefor,
Spanish
mand the rich
landowners to
lence, assrt these cynic.
York Tribune.
XXIV.
CHAPTEf
depressone
be held for ransom, the women first
a hint for escaping this
of all. And of all those women huding quality of marriage should have
In a land of class privilege and offdled up In the casa grande not one
Pouring Houses to Be Great Sport
our best attention.
would bring a bigger ransom than Orn- icial graft it Is often only In times of
Pouting houses, not pouring tea,
To Illustrate, you will see It freanarchy tbat a poor man can get bi quently on tbe trolley, when a man is going to be tbe great sport of worn-en'ela Aragón.
clubs In tbe next decade, accordBud pondered upon the outcome as right. For eight months Hooker bad and his wife are slttiug side by side- -It
Is almost perpetual sllencev Tbey ing to Mr. Ia Maud Usen, lecturer
the emissaries wrangled on the hill- battled agaiust tbe petty Intrigue of
side, aud then be went back to ths Aragón and the agente miueral, aud have nothing to say to one another and only woman representative ol
And a pleasant
corral to make sure tbat bis horse was then suddenly, when the times turned Perhaps the wife will emit a cheerful Thomas A. Edison
afe. Copper Bottom, too, might be to war and fear gripped at their hearts, peep, but tbe busband will respond time the guests are going to have,"
hold-luBut, knowing the he rose up and claimed his own,
beld for ransom
he ald. "All they'll hare to do is
with a nod of the bead or a hesitating
out bis brawny right bund and de- yes or no. It Is most always that way. sit and watch a porch drip out here, a
rebels aa be did. Hooker foresaw a
different fate, and rather than se him manding the concession of his mine.
No common Interest observed. In fact. geegaw decoration there, or criticize
In a day tbe whirligig of fortone had It looks a If they are mad at one an- tbe ilze of the refrigerator or the
become the mount of some rebel chieftain he had determined, if tbe town turned, and it waa the fighting man other; aa If they were bored. A young funny little window in the den. It
who dominated He spoke quietly and man or woman looking on the couple won't take more than an hour." Mrs
surrendered, to make a dash.
y: "O, you married Usen 1 proud of tbe fact tbat she
Riding by night and biding In tho made no threats, but tbe look In hi
would be apt to
1
the only woman representative oi
hills by day he could get to the border eye was enough, and the agente gar
Ufa"
blm hi paper. Then he wrote out a
In two days. All h needed waa a llttl
But they are not mad. Let some tbe "Wizard." 8h admita there ar
Jerked beef for the trip and he would receipt for the mining tax and Bud charming lady acquaintance com In 6,000 men who act for him, but thai
doe not dlmlalab hr glory.
stepped forth Ilk a king.
be ready for anything.
alt down by tb busband and b I
From
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Schumann, Smith A Barnes, Bt robber, Bonnier,
Werner, tbe famous Weber and other pianos
are sold by ui st lowest possible prions and
on convenient terms. We promise better
vslu than aayous else. Writ us MOW.

Tht Denver Muele Company
aapflf Ow SO Ymmrm
I5S8 Stout St., Denver, Colorad
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COMPLEXION

GUARANTEED.

USE ZONA POMADE

tb beauty powder compressed with healing
agents, you will never bo annoyed by pimplos, blackheads or facial blemishes. If
not satisfied after thirty days' trial your
dealer will exchange for joe in other goods
Zona baa sstianed for twenty yean try it
at our risk. At dealers or mailed, 50c
ZONA COMPANY, WiCIHTA, KANSAS
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RATES

INSURANCE
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TYPHOID

ST..
u no mora mcMiify
(bao Smallpox. Attar

experience bu dQjaoafUoto4
the ainuat miraculous effi
cacy, and harmleunett, of Antityphoid Vavcclontloo.
Ho TicciaaUed
NOW by youi phytic tan, you and
youx family.
It to aur vital than bouM toouranc.
Ask your physician, drustlat, or se.d foe 'Have
roa aad TyphoidT' telliug of Typhoid Vaccina,
results from use, and danger from Typhoid Carriers.
TW CUTTft WftORATORY, MBKtLTY. CAL
waeiaa vaccmis sssuat uifMa a. eav- uciasa

"VMAHO

HOWARD E. BURTON
Specimen prices: (Jold, SIlTST, Lead, SI j Oold,
Elver, ISo ; Quid. 50c; Zlne orOopper.ll. Moiling
envelopes end full price llei sent on application.
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CIMARRON NEWS
FOREIGN.

LATEST NEWS

t President Polncare Issued a decree
striking from the roll of the legion of
honor the names of all Germans there-

EPITOMIZED

STATE NEWS

ASK BELGIAN SETTLERS

OF INTEREST TO ALL
NEW MEXICO

GOVERNOR
FAVORS
BRINGING
THEM TO NEW MEXICO.

on.

PEOPLE

f ROM

TELEGRAPHIC
REPORTS
THAT COVER THE WEEK'S
VENTS.

INTEREST

OF MOST

KEEPING THE READER POSTED
ON MOST IMPORTANT
CURRENT TOPICS.
"l

Newspaper Union

fVs Harris

WESTERN.

Nine business establishments were
wiped out In Phoenix. Arli., by a fire,
entailing a loas estimated at $300,000.
Seattle was selected by the executive committee as the place for the
1Í1B convention of the Woman's Christian Temperance Union.
Mrs. Marie Petro and her daughters,
Amle and Elizabeth, were burned to
death when their home In Homestead,
Pa., was destroyed by fire.
lrect fires which are reported
burning in many counties In Arkansas
and particularly north and northeast
of Utile Hock, are said to be Increasing In headway.
TweWe deaths were attributed to
football in the United States during
the season, according to a record kept
by a atatlatlclan at Chicago. Only two
were college men.
Physicians at Columbus, Ohio, investigated the case of Paul F. Tressler,
Montpeller, Ohio, a State University
student thought afflicted with foot
and mouth disease.
Former President Taft left Chicago
leaving behind a string of anecdotes,
praise for the peace policy of the Wilson administration and a plea for a
larger army and navy.
J. C. .Wilson, a stockbroker who suspended business Aug 8, and his partner, B. A. Wllbrandt, were arrested at
San Francisco on warrants Issued,
charged with embezzlement of $40,000.
lessen peak was belching forth
such volumes of smoke Saturday that
the mountain was hidden from view.
The eruption, beginning before dawn,
was the fLst of any magnitude since
Oct. 27.

Thousands of Californians poured
o San Francisco to participate in
the dedication of the California bulld-iuat the Panama-Pacifiexposition.
The ceremonies were in charge of the
in

i

g

c

Women's Auxiliary.
Using a crowd of passing

school-

children as a screen against bullets
Horn rifles of sentries, Cuy H. Crane
(lid Nelson B. Hazeltine, federal prisoners for desertion, escaped from the
San Francisco PTcstdlo.
Arizona's
initiative measure providing that 80 per cent of the employes
shall be American citizens in any
business employing more than five
persons, was carried at the recent
vote.
election by a
host for 48 hours without food or
water In the Paternal mountains In
New Mexico, Edward Cripe, a chauffeur, of Denver, died from effects of
exposure at Encino, New Méx., a few
hours after he and a party of other
IVnver men reached that town.
WASHINGTON.

(ireat Britain has declined to modiin favor of American
manufacturers, the embargo on exportation of
wool from Australia and other British

Otter, wife of Oen. Sir Wll
Ham D. Otter, was found dead In her
bed Rt Toronto. Heart disease caused
Wntrrn Newspaper I'nlnn News Service.
her death. She was sixty-eigh- t
years
A car load
of broom corn was
old.
shipped from Melrose.
Recruiting throughout the north of
work of drilling on the lender
England Is proceeding slowly, and the ginThe
Is progressing finely.
ranch
newspapers of Manchester and Liver
Alfiuquerque will have a new Y. M
pool are outspoken In their discussion
C. A. building costing $75,000.

of the subject.
The past season has been an unCanada will Increase Immediately to favorable one for Roewell
bee men.
91,000 the number of men under arms.
The volunteer fire department of
Premier Borden announced that Stv Gallup now
boasts an automobile flro
000 are to be mobilized and sent forward, as requisitioned by the war of- truck.
About 1,500 educators attended the
fice.
State Teacher's Association meeting
Freezing weather has set In through at Albuquerque.
the length of the battle zone In
The second death from diphtheria
France and Belgium, the temperature
varying between 25" and 18" above In Roswell occurred when Mrs. Joe
zero.
Snow fell in northern France Sanchez died suddenly.
The Chamber or Commerce of Santa
and In the Voages mountains and also
F will raise money to relieve disat Marseilles.
Shooting or an English woman as a tress during the coming winter.
The Southwestern New Mexico
spy In the barracka at Coutrai was reported In a message received at AmAssociation was formed at
sterdam. The woman, it was said, Silver City at a meeting of the stockwas dressed in the garments of a men of that section of the state.
priest when captured by the Germans.
The most disastrous prairie fire ror
Paris papers comment at length several years, originating some where
upon the death of
Roberts. All In the Palouse valley, swept the counreview the splendid career of the sol- try east or Abbott ror many miles.
dier of Lucknow, Labors, Afghanistan
An extension of time has been
and the Transvaal, and pay eloquent granted George R. Daring, of Rocky
tributes to his sterling qualities as a Ford, Colo., who Is building a pumpman as well as a fighter.
ing plant to Irrigate 640 acres of
Pope Benedict has written to sev- Chaves county land.
eral archbishops and bishops in belligDr. C. C. Gordon, city physician of
erent countries, exhorting them to las Vegas, has filed a complaint
urge on their people the bestowal of against Mrs. J. R. Clevenger, who recharity on wounded prisoners, Irre- cently shot her children, cbarglng her
spective of nationality or religion, with being insane.
"making once more shine the light of
The first silo in the Carlsbad disChristendom."
trict, at the big farm of the Carlsbad
Plantation and Orchard Company,
SPORT.
southwest of town, has been rilled
with 126 tons of silage.
The Yale and Harvard chess teams
United SUtes District Judge Wilplayed to a draw with five boards won
by each, in their annual cheaa match liam H. Pope at Santa Fé sentenced
Max Chaves, convicted of selling
at New Haven, Conn.
liquor to Indians, to ninety days tn the
At Near Haven, Conn., in the pres- penitentiary and $100 fine.
ence of the greatest throng that ever
One of the biggest turnouts In the
paid to see a sporting event in the
United States, Harvard beat Yale Sat- history of the Silver City Elks' lodge
occurred on the occasion of the ofurday, 36 to 0.
ficial visit of M. E. Htckey, of AlbuMinnesota won the "big nine" con- querque, district deputy for New Mexference cross country run at Lafay- ico.
ette, Ind., from a field of ten contestThe shipments of cattle from Domants. Ames took second place. Watson of Minnesota was the Individual ing since the beginning of November
winner, crossing the tape In 26 min have been very heavy, and the prices
that have prevailed have been kept up
utes and 25 seconds.
to the level that has been maintained
Harvard won the intercollegiate all summer.
shoot at the traps of the Yale Club
e
That there are
high
at New Haven, with a team score of
381. Princeton was second with 372; schools in the state of New Mexico,
a
149
total of
teachers is ascerYale, third, with 337, and Dartmouth with
fourth, with 332. Johnson of Prince- tained by statistics compiled by Pror.
Rupert F. Asplund, or the department
ton was high gun with 83.
By defeating the University of Wis of public instruction at the capítol.
At the beginning of November the
consin, the University of Illinois became the undisputed football champi county treasurers of the twenty-sions of the "big nine" conference, hav New Mexico counties had on hand a
ing won every game on their sched- total of $1,464,051.05. This was
less than at the opening of the
ule. Illinois won easily, 24 to 9, scoring three touchdowns and a field goal previous month.
Governor McDonald Is in receipt of
to one touchdown and a safety for
a cablegram from Herbert Hoover,
Wisconsin.
James E. (Ted) Meredth, wearing chairman of the Belgian Relief Comthe colors of the Mendowbrook Ath- mission in London, asking official Inletic Association of Philadelphia, won terest In the cause of the Belgians, to
the
invitation run and Inci- the end that money may be raised to
dentally shattered the indoor record purchase food.
Miss C. D. True of Santa Fé, while
at the athletic carnival held at the
First Regiment armory in Newark, N. in Denver told the managers of the
J. He stepped the distance in one Red Cross Sewing and Knitting Guild
minute flat, lowering by a second the of that city she was ready to conold mark which was set by Melvin tribute two cars of Mexican beans.
Sbeppard.
Krown in mis siaie, lowaru tne relief of those Buttering ror lack or rood
Cattle-g-

rowers

fifty-thre-

$126,-075.9- 6

600-yar- d

fy,

in Belgium.

GENERAL.

Rheinhart, a school
teacher who wus caught by a prairie
dominions.
Actual difference in longitude be- fire near Horse Creek, Wyo., died
tween the official meridians of Paris from her burns.
and Washington Is 5 hours, 17 minutes
Five persons were killed and one inand 3G.A5S secouds, according to jured when an automobile in which
they were, riding was struck by a Minnaval observatory officials.
Determination of the successful can- neapolis and St. Louis northbound
didate for the presidency of the Da passenger train at Moorland, twelve
mlnican republic must await the out- miles from Fort Dodge, Iowa.
come of the meeting of the electoral
The Carnegie foundation has since
college, the State Department was init
establishment paid allowances
formed.
amounting to $2,551,000 to 482 profesAmbassador Page cabled from Lon- sors and 114 widows of professors,
seventy-twseats of
don In response to State Department representing
Inquiries that Herbert Corey, an learning throughout the country.
American correspondent, reported unRadical reform in the elementary
der arrest, never had teen detained education of children was advocated
way
by
the English police.
in any
by Mrs. Ella Flagg Young, superlnten
Argentina, one of the world's prin- ent of the Chicago public schools. In
cipal sources of grain supply, will an address al the convention In Dehave a bountiful crop to export this troit, Mich., of the National League of
oming year, according to official gov- Compulsory Education officials. She
ernment estimates cabled to the Ar- declared that unless new methods are
gentine ambassador at Washington adopted, children can not be held In
school.
irom Buenos Aires.
Aladdin Vincent, candidate for ConEurope's cry for food Is being answered by the United States. Exports gress in the Seventh district, and J.
of breadstuff In October or this year W. Perrln. candidate for Congress in
amounted to $38,247,570, according to the Eighth district, both Democrats,
statistics made public by the bureau and both defeated In the Democratic
of foreign and domestic commerce, an primary two months ago, have been inover dicted by the United States grand Jury
increase of nearly $25,000,000
ligures for October, 1913. Exports of at Shreveport, La., for railing to file
fresh beef aUo more than doubled sworn statements of their campaign
during the month, figures this year be- receipts and disbursements with the
ing $83,940, as against $36.883 in
clerk of the House of Representatives,
as required by law.
1913.
Fifty thousand barrels of wheat and
The Democratic natloual congressional committee received a total of flour from Kansas, constituting tb
$9,03$ In contributions and spent
first big shipment from that state tot
in the congressional campaign, ac- the relief of Belgian
cording to Its final report filed today will be ready by Dec. 1, according to a
The national cam- telegram received In New York by the
with the House.
paign committee of the Socialist American commission tor relief In
party reported It received $3,090 in
from former Uovernor W. B.
Stubbs, head of the Kansas
contributions and spent $3,153.
on relief work.
Dublin, N. H., has taken the lead for
per capita contributions to the Bed
The bureau of standards of the
Cross European war relief. With a board of estimate, which fixes all salpopulation of 600 persons, Dublin has aries In municipal departments, hai
decided that $1,200 a year Is the Uvlnf
subscribed $1,800. $3 for each
Miss

Bertha

o

$12,-4li-

9

Bel-glu-

wage In New York olty.

Montoya
and
Revuelto recently
.voted on local option with the result
tha; Montoya gave seventeen votes
lor prohibition and
against
It, or thirty-simajority against the
adoption of the system. Revuelto
voted: For prohibition, none; against,
firty-thre-

e

rirty-nin-

it is reported artesian water hau
been struck at the Bell ranch, a few
miles north of Montoya, at about Bixty
fee:. A flow was encountered that
outputs about a gallon a minute.
The bonds of the Chinamen, 8am
Lee and Lew Moy, convicted of con-

spiracy to bring Chinamen into this
country at Santa Fé, and who have
takeu an appeal to the Circuit Court
of Appeals, were sent to Judge Pope
at Albuquerque for approval. The
Chinamen are held under $2,000 each.
The 1915 legislature or the state ot
New Mexico will convene at the capítol on Tuesday, Jan. 12. The constitution made the rirst Legislature subject to the carl of the governor, but
provided that all subsequent legislatures should convene on the second
Tuesday of January. All regular sessions are limited to sixty days,
John L. Zimmerman In charge of
the Internal revenue stamp office at
the federal building, at Santa F4,
called attention to the fact that county
clerks throughout the state must get
war tax stampB for conveyance papers
recorded in their orflce. The stamps
are required under Schedule A entitled "Conveyance."
The statement that Governor McDonald had granted a pardon to
Vicente C. de Baca, sentenced to the
penitentiary from Colfax county for
forgery, was Incorrect. De Baca was
released from the penitentiary under
parole law In January, 1914.
A fine modern hotel will at once
be built on one of the principal streets
ot Las Cruces by prominent business
men of Las Cruces and El Paso, witn
additional capital arranged for with a
largo financial Institution of an eastern state. The plans are all pre
pared.

Executive. However, Believes All
ducements Must Be Free From
Exaggeration.

In-
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The Kind You Have

We.lem Newapaper i:non Nw tatrvtM
Santa Fé. Gov. McDonald placed
hlmaelf on record as ravoring an
to brinR Belgian settlers to New
Mexico. He explained, however, that

ALCOHOL--

any movement having executive support must be absolutely conservative
without the slightest exaggeration or
the possibilities and opportunities or
the state.
r
Governor McDonald expressed
concerning Belgian settlers arter
receiving a letter from Thomas Lyons,
president of the Gila Farm company
of Gila, Grant county.
Mr. Lyons
wrote the governor as tollows:
"Being Interested In the outcome of
the state from an agricultural point of
view, I write to make the suggestion
that we follow the example, or, rather, take the lead, with other states,
In offering some inducements to
Belgian people, who aro now fas '4
reaching America, to locate In this
state. Personally, I could care for 60
families, and there are many others
who could contribute In the rame manner. Their Influence In a very short
time would greatly enhance the commonwealth of the state."
In a reply to Mr. Lyons Governor
McDonald said:
"Your letter In regard to offering
inducements to the Belgian people to
settle In this country has beon reI shall be glad to take the
ceived.
matter up In order to accomplish what
may reasonably be expected ror the
benefit of this state."

I

h

Luna County Cowmen Organize.
Doming. Tiring of the continual
looses or their csttle at the hands of
thieves and rustlers, the cattlemen of
Luna county have organized themselves into an association and have
made up a fund to be used In prosecuting anyone who Is charged with
killing, maiming, stealing or unlawfully branding any cattle belonging
to the members of the association.
Hog Sold at Gallup.
Gallup. Gus Mulholland and sons,
owners of Buena Vista ranch west of
town, sold one or the largest hogs ever
heard of in this county, and certainly
the largest raised around here in
many years. The hog weighed a little
better than 600 pounds and was sold to
a local dealer for the sum of $87.50.
The hog was raised and fattened on
the dairy farm west of town.
d

Salazar Pursuit Fruitless.
Albuquerque. Party after party of
deputy sheriffs and deputies from the
United States marshal's office returned after scouring the country in
all directions in a fruitless search for
Gen. lose Ynez Salazar, the Federal
prisoner who escaped rrom the Bernalillo county Jail.
Notaries Public Appointed.
Santa F. John W. Harrlr, Jr.. of
Las Vega, and Umeterio Espinosa, or
Ablqulu, Rio Arriba county, have been
commissioned notaries public by Governor McDonald.

Bears the
Signature

Promotes DigeiNon.Cheerful-nessanRest Contains neither
Opium. Morphine nor Mineral

him-sel-

Educational Association Electa Heads.
Albuquerque.
Frank Carroon, dean
of the .as Vegas State Normal, was
elected chairman of the council, the
governing body or the New Mexico
Educational Association, which met
annual convention
in twenty-ninthere. Miss M. A. Myers or Santa Fe
was elected secretary. Resolutions
proposing radical changes in New
Mexico educational laws were
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3 PER CENT
AWtfftable Preparation for As
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Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions .Feverish-nes- s
and LOSS OF SLEEP

Thresh Half Million Pounds of Beans.
Roy. Wheat is still coming into
Hoy In wagon ' trains dally and the.
crup Is still pot over half marketed.
There are many still who do not
the extent of this year's wheat
crop. There will be a month's bean
threshing to do and a conservative estimate Bhows over 600,000 pounds of
beans produced here this year. It Is
Impossible to get a line on the amount
of cane seed, maize and feterltá that
will be threshed and marketed, but It
will almost If not quite, equal the
,
wheat crop.
j
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The Centaur Company,

NEW YORK.

guaranteed under the Foodatj
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FOUND TIME FOR AMENITIES

Hie "Name."
A young spark, notorious for his
Hew British and Boers Exchanged celt, waa boasting In the presence of
several gentlemen about the conquesta
Compliments During the Long
which he had gained over the female
Elige of Klmberley.
i

heart

During the Boer war Mr. Rhodes
was shut up In Klmberley, and the
Boers constantly shelled the town with
e
artillery. They were not
very successful, for with 100 big shells
they only killed 12 people.
Meantime, Mr. Rhodes accomplished
the extraordinary feat of getting a
cannon built at bis works Inside the
town. It was a regular modern rifled
gun, and fired shells also homemade
on each of which waa stamped,
"With compliments of C. J. Rhodes."
The Boers themselves were not without a sense of humor. During Christ,
mas, 1899, they were besieging
and on Christmas eve they fired
ten plugged shells Into the town each
with a piece of plum pudding Inside,
and each bearing the words, "With the
season's compliments.''
Two of the shells were found by the
garrison, and It was discovered that,
like Mr. Rhodes', they were homemade, having been cast In a foundry
at Johannesburg.
long-rang-

Lady-smith-

"Look," said he," here's a bandeóme
present I had from my last Inamorata," at the same time handing round
a beautiful cigar-casAll admired the article, which had
an indorsement of Its quality stamped!
apon It
"Very nice gift" remarked one ot
tne company. "I perceive your ladylove even had your name put on the
case."
"Well, that's queer," answered he
boaster. "I never noticed it."
"Look again," rejoined the candid)
one. "The case is distinctly marked
Real calf."'
e.

Adjutant

Austrian Army.
Our equipment

no

Is

good.

Oeneral So much the better! When,
the Russians get It they can't use It
When a man boasts ot being slow
but sure, we are at least sure about
the slow part!

Moil Fight On Their

Stomaohs

weak stomach ia
retty sure to be a poor fighter. It Is difficult
most impossible for anyone, man or woman.
if digestion is poor, to succeed in business or
socially or to enjoy life. In tablet or liquid form

Dr. Pierce's

Golden Medical Discovery
helps weak stomachs to strong, healthy action-he- lps
them to digest the food that makes the good,
rich, red blood which nourishes the entire body.
This vegetable remedy, to a great extent pota
the liver into activity oils the machinery of
the human system so that those who spend their working hours at the desk,
behind the counter, or in the home are rejuvenated into vigorous health.
Bu brouaht relief to nuar thousands' every yeae for orar forty year. It can
relieve ou and doabtlcM rotor to you your former health sad strength. At
tout roo owe It to yourself to rre It a trial. Sold by Medida Dealers or rend Ka for
trial baa of Tablet-Plena's Invalid.' Hour Surgical Instituto. BuffaJoJN.Y.
Yea sea laws Sr. Harea's Xmmn tease Mattel AeMasr at 10M Pages tar tía.
Dr.

Artesia Banksr's Trial at Albuquerque.
Albuquerque.
B.
John
Enfield,
Net to Be Thought Of.
cashier or the State National Bank
"Now let us put our beads together
of Artesia, was placed on trial In Fed- and see If we can't arrange matters."
eral Court here charged with having
"Put our heads together? That
concealed $7.000 in personal liabilities would hardly do, Maude. Your green
In a report to the comptroller or the wig and my purple hair won't harmoncurrency. The bank recently has gone
ise"
Into liquidation. Prank H. Kecne, a
wealthy ranch owner of Grant county,
was brought here to stand trial In Fedrea and tlrenulaled BreUasjBookMo Saeanla-H fof the
eral Court for an alleged violation of tj.l
Bra comfort. Write for
mall rree. Murine Bj Uarnadr Co.. Calceto.
the Mann white slave act. Keene Is
charged with having brought a young
An orator is a lad who will say:
woman, from Washington, D. C, to his
"Needless to say," and then takes a
ranch in Grant county for immoral half hour saying It.
purposes.
Man Kills Self.
Albuquerque.
E. C. Pollard, a homesteader, committed suicide with a
shotgun at bis claim five miles rrom
St. Vraln. after rirst threatening to
kill hlB wife, who fled to neighbors.
Following a freight wreck three weeka
ago, for which he was held resiKmsl-ble- ,
Pellard, who had been Santa Fé
section foreman at St. Vraln, was discharged. Brooding over his lost position is said to have caused Insanity.
He was 56 years of age.
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Your liver

Is Clogged Up
That's Why You're Tirad Qmt ef Beets
Have No Appetite
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
will put you right
In a few days.
They d

their

flatterer

-

Cure Con-

est
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I'VER
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stipation.

Biliousness, Indigestion and Sick Headache
SMALL PILL SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRIGS.

Be happy. Use Red Croas Bsc Blue;
much better than liquid blue.
Delight
the laundress. All grocers. Adv.

The accomplished
practices on himself.

m
W
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'WINCHESTER
Smokeless

Powder

Shells

"LEADER" end "REPEATER"

The superiority of Winchester

Smokeless Powder Shells Is
undisputed. Among intelligent
shooters they stand first in popularity, 'records and shooting
qualities.

Always use them

ror field or Tra

SbootJno.

At Your Dealer For Them.
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LOCAL AND

PERSONAL

NEWS ITEMS

LAIL
Patronize home industry and
H. H. Chandler shipped four
buy
your bakery goods at Weber's
of
Lebo,
yearling steers to
cars
Hestaurant and Bakery.
Kansas, Tuesday.

SUPPLY

Matt Heck is shipping a large
Dr. A. R. Streicher ol Raton attended to business on his ranch consignment of cattle to Texas today where they will be fed silage
south of Cimarron on Suuday.
during the winter for the market.
First class beds at the Antlers
hotel, furnace heat, 50c, 75c am

Weber's Bakery

9l.0O.

Walter Jones

Bakers' Goods and

of

Lebo, Kansas,

T. H. McAuliffe came down from
his ranch near Raton, on a combined business and pleasure visit
with friends the first of the week.

was attending to Some stock shipRemember your friends. and send
ments from Cimarron the first of
them post card views of the Cimarthe week.
ron Canon. Sold at the leading
stores at 2 for 5 cents.
Mrs. P. J. Hagadorn left Tuesday for Alamoosa, Colorado for an
F. 5. Brinkhaus departed Tuesextended visit with her parents for day for Denver, where he will be
the holiday season.
a Thanksgiving guest of friends
and relatives. He will return next
week.
Meals at all hours are served at

Confectioners

COMPANY
WE SELL.

All Kinds of Fanning Implements
Wagons
Buggies

Weber's Restaurant and Bakery.

E. A. Manning went to his home
Raton, Tuesday after having atMrs. H. B. Masten is quite ill tended to business matters at his
at her home in old town, and at ranch on the south Fonil a few
last reports she was convalescing days.
nicely.
The News is working for you and
the commuuity every week. What
are YOU, not the other fellow, doSwastika coal, the most heat for ing for it i
vour money, sold bv J. W.
i
It is none too early to speak o n
early Christmas shopping for this
year. Only four weeks remain un
Mrs. Joseph Lowrey of E'town til this holiday is here and the time
visited with her daughter Mrs. T. passes away all to rapidly, Farm
J, Jackson on the ranch a few days ers and ranchers of this section are
it week.
the
invited to make Cimarron their
headquarters during the holiday
season.
F. L. Brooks attended to business matters at E'town and the
saw mills several days this week, RAILROADS
APPEAL
returning on Wednesday in time
to participate in the Thanksgiving
TO PRESIDENT
festivities.

Harness and Saddles

in

A. W. VASEY
Fire,, Accident, Liability, Tornado, Automobile and Life Insurance.
Sixteen Strongest and Besl Companies Represented.
Let The

News Estimate On

The

Carriers Ask for RWilson Directs
Attention of Public to
Their Needs.
The committee of railroad executives, headed by Mr. Frank Trumbull,
representing thirty-livof the leading
railroad systems of the nation, recently presented to President Wilson a
memorandum briefly reviewing the difficulties now confrontiug the railroads
of the country and asking for the cooperation of the governmental authorities and the public in supporting rail
road credits and recognizlug an emergency which requires that the railroads be given additional revenues.
The memorandum recites that the
European war has resulted In general
depression of business on the Ameri
can continent and in the dislocation
tit credits at home and abroad. With
revenues decreasing and interest rates
increasing the transportation systems
of the country face a most serious
crisis and the memorandum Is a
strong presentation of the candle
burning at both ends and the perils
that must ultimately attend such a
conflagration when the flames meet
is apparent to all.
In their general
discussion the railroad representatives say In part: "By reason of leg
lslatlou and regulation by the federal
government and the forty-eigstates
acting Independently of each other, as
well as through the action of a strong
public opinion, railroad expenses in
recent yoars have vastly increased.
No criticism is here made of the general theory of governmental regulation, but on the other hand, no ingenuity can relieve the carriers of expenses created thereby."
President Wilson, In transmitting
the memorandum of the railroad
presidents to the public, characterizes It as "a lucid statement of plain
truth."
The president recognising
the emergency as extraordinary, continuing, said in part:
"You ask ma to call the attention
of the cou&iry to the imperative need
that railway credits be sustained an
the railroads helped in every possible
way, whether by private
effort or by the action, wherever
feasible of governmental agencies, anil
I am glad to do so because 1 thiuk
the need very real."
The conference was certainly a
fortunate one for the nation and the
president is to be congratulated for
opening the gate to a new wor'4 of
effort in which everyone mav
e
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The Waste of War
The war that aow engulfs Europe is only a preface to the story of sorrow and

des-alatio-

n

that will follow.
ar.d the resources that are

wasted will have their greatest effect upon future generations
Until the last chapter is reached there will

In-

a story of stagnant industries,

deso-'at-

e

homes, barren fields and fatherless children.
While this great contlict of waste

is being

waged

we

Americans are fighting the

Battles of Peace.
An

army

enlisted in the ranks
the American public.

of 150,000 men and women

the telephone wants

of

Over 6000 of these people vork right here
the year.

in

of

the Bell System serves
i

the seven mountain states every day

f

There are many Important problems In our complex civilisation that
will yield to

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
"The Corporation Different"

Give us a chance to quote you
on your wants

in these lines

Aladdin Mantle
Lamp

I

SiandaAd afncancleiceni Oil jCamft of iht Uorid

Common

eliefPresident

The lives that are lost, the cities that are destroyed

Hardware

.1

Next Job

Your

Lumber and Other Building Material

which will

not lend themselves to arbitrary rulings of commissions and financing
railroads is one of them.
The man
with the money Is a factor tret cannot be eliminated from any Ljslness
transaction and the public la an Interested party that should always be consultad and happily the president has
Invited all to participate In the solu
tton of our railroad problema.

Whitest Light, Brightest Light, No Noise, S
No Odor, The Best Oil Light In Existence, ñ
Burns Common Kerosene, Five Times as
Good-a-Ligas Electric, Uses Less Oil
Than Old Style Lamp, Guaranteed
ht

U.

l
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J. W. JERLS, Distributor g

Job Printing at the News
at the right prices
For Your Thanksgiving Dinner

Turkey with Oyster

Dressing
Hens or SpringJChicken
Rib Roast, Pork Roast, Leg of Mutton
Sweet Potatoes Cranberries
Hot Mince Pies made from our own Mince Meat

Fancy Creamery Butter Fresh Ranch Eggs

The most complete slock of fresh vegetables
and fancy fruits in the city. Order your
turkey a few days ahead so as not to be
disappointed

Cimarron Meat Market

